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11.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This is the final technical report on Task 3.1 of NASA Contract No.
x
NAS6-2520. Task 3.1 covers the subject of preprocessing techniques for
raw data from the GEOS-C radar altimeter, and the major portion of our
work on this task has been concerned with first assuring that adequate
pre-flight calibration data were obtained and then assisting the NASA
•	 Wallops Flight Center data processing personnel in properly using these
calibration data for the GEOS-C radar altimeter Flight Model. Our work
on the subject of pre-flight calibration data continues activity of an
earlier contract [1]. In addition to the work described in the present
report, there have been several visits to the GEOS-C radar altimeter test-
ing, both at GE in Utica, N. Y., and at APL in Silver Spring, Maryland;
several informal memoranda have been written on the subject of altimeter
testing. One of these memoranda is reproduced in Appendix A because it
relates to tests not yet conducted. Some of these tests could be done
post-launch using the altimeter Protoflight Model, if experience with the
satellite data indicates the need for such additional information.
Chapter 2 of this report discusses the general data preprocessing to
be done at the NASA Wallops Flight Center and then the relationship between
Telemetry Counts, Engineering Units, and Functional Units and radar alti-
meter temperatures (these various quantities to be defined in Chapter 2)
as this relationship is implemented by the Wallops preprocessing programs.
A number of tables are provided, each indicating a best estimate, based on
the calibration data available to us during the period of Task 3.1, of the
calibration data to be used in the Wallops altimeter data conversion and
correction process.
Chapter 3 examines the question of what time to associate with a given
radar altimeter altitude output, both for the "instantaneous" - 100 per
second altitudes out of the Telemetry Mode 3 (the second of the two high-
data-rate telemetry modes) and for the "average" - 10 per second altitudes
from Telemetry Modes 1 and 2.
Chapter 4 provides information on the estimation procedure which uses
the "Average Plateau Gate" and the "Average Attitude/Specular Gate" outputs
-2-
of the radar altimeter to form an estimate of the attitude, the angle by
which the altimeter's antenna beam axis is off nadir. The attitude esti-
mation curve is derived, and estimates are obtained for the pointing angle
estimation error which arises from the statistical nature of the gate
outputs. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion or effects of several
practical factors such as gate nonlinearities, saturation, etc.
Chapter 5 examines the feasibility of using a ground-based reflector,
or else a ground-based transponder, to obtain additional in-flight calibra-
tion information on the GEOS-C altimeter. The conclusion is that a pass-
ive reflector is not practical but that an active transponder might be, and
that this question should be re-examined following the GEOS-C post-launch
evaluation period.
In the work summarized in this report, G. S. Brown has been primarily
responsible for the contents of Chapter 4 and for the major portion of the
monitoring of the radar altimeter testing when it was in progress. L. S.
Miller has contributed Chapters 3 and 5, and G. S. Rayne was responsible
for Chapter 2 and for the final organization of this report.
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2.0 GEOS-C CALIBRATION PROCEDURES AND DATA
Our principal activity in this area has been to assist in developing
the NASA/WFC data processing operations and in obtaining and using pre-
flight calibration data for the GEOS-C radar altimeter. Some degree of
general "best engineering judgement" has been involved in selecting and
editing the data. In this report chapter we present a variety of calibra-
tion tables for the various altimeter quantities of interest after dis-
cussing the general relationship between telemetry counts, "Engineering
Units", and "Functional Units" and then discussing the type of interpo-
lation which should be employed. First we define the sources for the data
presented later in this chapter.
The key documents, from which the altimeter Flight Model calibration
data in Chapter 2 were derived, are listed as References 2-4. Reference 2
defines the Electrical Performance Test Procedure (EPTP) followed in obtain-
ing the Flight Unit data given in these references. There also exist as
well EPTP data for the Engineering Model and the Protoflight Model of the
altimeter, and any post-launch testing on the Protoflight Model (to clarify
some of the Flight Model's properties) will require study of the Protoflight
Model's equivalent of the Flight Model's References 3 and 4. A variety of
other data, not specifically part of the EPTP set, also exists for the dif-
ferent altimeter models and these data have in general been microfilmed for
(and are thus obtainable from) the Applied Physics Laboratory; at the end
of Chapter 4 of this report, one possible use for the Protoflight Model
data is described.
The calibration data tables in this chapter are based only upon the
data that we had as of February and March 1975; that is, these tables are
derived only from References 2-4. We expect that some of these tables may
change as a result of further examination of data from the Flight Model
further testing at APL or at Goddard, but this is information not yet avail-
able to us.
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2.1 General Relationship Between Telemetry Counts, Engineering Units,
and Functional Units.
The GEOS-C radar altimeter presents a number of signals as voltage
levels to the telemetry interface aboard the spacecraft; these voltages
are converted (by either high-speed or by low-speed analog-to-digital
converters, as appropriate to the individual quantities) to telemetry
counts and then transmitted to Earth-based receiving stations. The major
exception to this is the 32 bit altitude word (or the cumulative altitude
word, depending upon telemetry mode) which is transmitted as four separate
8-bit words. The voltage levels of the spacecraft's altimeter-telemetry
interface are functions of other fundamental quantities and we will.say
that these fundamental quantities are in Functional Units (FU). The signal
presented (in volts) to the altimeter-telemetry interface will be said to
be in Engineering Units (EU), and the information will be transmitted in
Telemetry Counts (TM). One name will designate a given quantity but the
quantity will be in FU, EU, or TM depending upon where one is looking in
the overall data flow.
As a specific example, look at the receiver AGC voltage designated as
RAGC.* RAGC is ultimately a measure of the peak signal power level into
the radar altimeter receiver and the Functional Units for RAGC are dB=.
The Engineering Units for RAGC are volts. Instead of "Engineering Units",
this might just as well have been designated as "Telemetry Volts" or any-
thing else as long as one was consistent. Many of the altimeter quantities
of interest have Functional Units of volts and it seemed inadvisable to
have two different kinds of volts in a discussion of given signal. The
label "Engineering Units" has come to denote the altimeter signal's volt-
age as applied to the altimeter-telemetry interface and we continue that	 .
usage in this report.
*This signal designation is used by the Applied Physics Laboratory and by
NASA/Wallops Flight Center. Unfortunately the General Electric Company
has an entirely different signal nomenclature and the AFL-designated RAGC
is designated by GE as V(AGC). We will use the APL 6 WFC designation in
all of this report.
3	 .{
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Figure 2-1 providea's brief summary of relevant portions of the
NASA/W'FC processing of altimeter quantities. The magnetic tapes out of
the three programs CALIMERGE, GAP, and ARC have exactly the same data
format but different operations on parts of the data are performed in these
programs. Program CALIMERGE in general converts from TM to EU by "scaling",
by applying the appropriate scale factor. Some quantities in CALIMERGE are
converted directly to FU; the larger number of quantities are converted
from EU to FU in program GAP which follows CALIMERGE. CALIMERGE also
performs some limit checks on quantities in EU to verify that those are
within the known calibration range.
Table 2-1 summarizes the quantities converted directly from TM to FU
in CALIMERGE; the conversion in general uses a table look-up procedure
already implemented at NASA/WFC and we will not repeat in this report those
tables. Notice that we indicate the Range Servo Frror RSE in Table 2-1 as
a signal which could have been converted directly from TM+FU in a one-step
process. It happens that RSE is now being handled by the two-step proce-
dure TM+EU+FU, and the discussion of RSE in sub-section 2.3.2 will supply
proper conversion recipes for both the one-step and the two-step conversion
of RSE from TM to FU.
Table 2-2 lists altimeter quantities converted by the two-step pro-
cedure; conversion from TM+EU occurs in CALIMERGE using the scaling or con-
version rules in the table, and then conversion from EU+FU occurs in GAP.
Each quantity's telemetry count ('!'rQ can range from 0 counts to a maximum
of 255 counts, and the EU limits corresponding to these TM limits are shown
in the next two columns in the table. Most of the EU-*FU conversions are
temperature-dependent, and the relevant temperatures are noted in the right-
most column of Table 2-2.
Notice that a major problem not treated in this report is the question
of which altimeter quantities are to be converted and printed out in each
mode or submode of the radar altimeter. For example RAGC has a high value
during BIT/CAL steps Video #1 and Video #2, but this high value is of no
practical significance and hence there is no point in carrying out the
TM+EU+FU conversion process in CALIMERGE and GAP for RAGC in these two steps
of BIT/CAL. To avoid meaningless error messages from out-of-range but
^i
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Figure 2-1. Partial Summary of Data Flow for Altimeter Quantities
i
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Table 2-1. Altimeter Quantities Directly Converted TM+FU
(TM-Telemetry Counts, FU-Functional Units).
Nomenclature
APL
	
GE
Altimeter
Signal
Functional
Lzits
Notes
RTT TT1 Transmitter Temperature 0 a
RRT TT2 Receiver Temperature 0 a
GTT TT3 Global Tracker Temperature 0 a
ITT TT4 Intensive Tracker Temperature 0 a
WST TT5 Waveform Sampler Temperature 0 a
BCT TT6 BIT/CAL Temperature 0 a
RMI V(Ix) Receiver. Mixer Current volts b
ALT Altitude meters c
CALT Cumulative Altitude meters d
RSE V(Tj) I	 Range Servo Error centimeters e
Notes: a - The same conversion table relating counts to degrees
centigrade, applies to all six temperatures from the
altimeter.
b - The "receiver mixer current" actually is a monitor
voltage which is related to the current in the receiver
mixer.
c - In the Intensive Mode of she tracker, the least signifi-
cant bit of the 32 bit altitude word is 1.56257813 ns,
and in the Global Mode the least significant bit is four
times as great, or 6.25031252 ns. These bit weights
must be multiplied by the speed of light (in m/ns) and
then applied to the 32 bit altitude word after the four
appropriately bit-reversed 8 bit words from the telemetry
system are reassembled into the 32 bit altitude.
d - The cumulative altitude word is tha sum of 10 successive
individual altitudes and the result must be divided by
10; otherwise note c applies.
e - It would be possible to directly convert RSE from counts
to centimeters. Because of the way Wallops data processing
programs are implemented however. RSE is now being ccnverted
via the Engineering Units two-step procedure. RSE is listed
in this table only '-seause of the (not implemented) direct
conversion possibility.
Table 2-2. Altimeter Quantities Processed by TM+EU+FU
(TM-Telemetry Counts, EU-Engineering Units, and
FU-Functional Units).
Nomenclature
APL	 GE Altimeter Signal
Tracker
Mode(@)
TH+EU Conversion,
KU in Volts, TM in Counts
EU Limits
TWO	 TH-255
Functional
Units
Temperature
Dependence
ARiG V(R) Average Ramp Gate G .03247TH 0. V 8.280V volts a
n n a	 n	 n I " ^ "' Volts ITT
APG V(P) Average Plateau
Gate G .03233TH " 8.244 volts a
n r, n	 n	 n I " 0. " Volts ITT
in V(PI) Instantaneous
Plateau Gate G .032025Th-4.0844375 -4.084 4.082 volts a
n n n of	 n I n	 n n of ITT
IFTA V(IF/C) IF Test Signal
Amplitude IiG .03248Th 0. 8.282 volts b
VTA V(V/C) Video Test
Signal Amplitude I&G .03257Th " 8.305 volts c
RSA V(CL) Reference
Signal Amplitude I&G .03252Th " 8.293 volts c
ANG V(N) Average Noise
Gate I&G .03261Th " 8.316 volts GTT
AASG V(A/S) Average Attitude/
Specular Gate I&G .03250TH " 8.288 volts GTT
RSE V(Ti) Range Servo Error I&G .032025TH-4.0844375 -4.084 centimeters d
Notes: a - Calibration data available at only one temperature; if more data can be found from the APL or
Goddard testing, this altimeter signal may be dependent upon temperature GTT.
b - This BIT/CAL quantity may be dependent upon temperature BCT, but we have inadequate information for now.
c - To within relatively broad tolerances, this signal is simply present or absent and hence there is no
practical temperature dependence.
d - Any temperature dependence disappears within the + 20 millivolt limits discussed in the text.
I
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Table 2-2. Altimeter Quantities Processed by TII+EU-*FU
(TH-Telemetry Counts, EU-Engineering Units, and
FU-Functional Units).	 (Continued)
Nomenclature
APL	 GE Altimeter Signal
Tracker
Mode(s)
TM+EU Conversion,
RU in Volts, TM in Counts
EU Limits
TWO	 TM-255
Functional
Units
Temperature
Dependence
RTP V(PT) Transmitter Power /eG .032507H 0. V 8.288V On RTT
RAGC V(AGC) Receiver AGC .032025TH-4.0844375 -4.084 4.082 dBm RRT
Voltage I&G Note e
ARS1 IAWl Average Return
Sample #1 I&G .03245TM 0. 8.275 volts WST
ARS2 IAW2 to 	 #2 91 " 8.290
ARS3 1AW3 of 	 #3 " .03260TH " 8.313
ARS4 IAW4 of 	 #4 of of to
ARS5 IAW5 "	 of it " 8.300 if of
ARSE IAW6 of
	 #6 go of of
ARS7 1AW7 is 	 #7 19 of of of
ARSE IAW8 to
	 #8 of of go of
ARS9 IAW9 so
	 #9 it .03255TM of
ARS10 IAW10 of 	 110 " .03251TM of of Is
ARS11 IAW11 of 	 #11 is of to of
ARS12 IAW12 to
	 #12 of of go it
ARS13 LAW13 it 	 013 to " 8.214 " "
ARS14 W-114 OR 	 #14 of 91 Is of
ARS15 IAW15 of 	 #15 it to go of
ARS16 LAW16 Average Return
Sample 016 I&G .03240TH 0. 8.262 volts WST
Note e - There are actually two AGC telemetry channels, RAGC-LO and RAGC-NI. The TM+EU conversion given here
Is for RAGC-LO; RAGC-HI has about twice the scale, ciom about -8 to +8 volts.
i
i
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Table 2-2. Altimeter Quantities Processed by TM->EU- ►FU
(TM-Telemetry Counts, EU-Engineering Units, and
FU-Functional Units).	 (Continued)
Nomenclature
APL	 GE Altimeter Signal
Tracker
Mode(s)
TM+EU Conversion,
RU in Volts, TM in Counts
EU Limits
TM-O
	 TM-255
Fucctional
Units
Temperature
Dependence
IRS1 IIW1 Instantaneous
Return Sample /1 I .032025T*-4.0844375 -4.084 4.082 volts WST
IRS2 IIW2 of 	 If ^^ ^'	 n b n n ^^
IRS16 IIW16 Instantaneous
Return Samplei16 I .032025TH-4.0844375 -4.084 4.082 volts WST
r
'o
r-'
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meaningless altimeter quantities, the NASA/WFC processing must "know"
what submode the altimeter is in and must process only the quantities
of importance or significance to that altimeter submode.
2.2 Interpolation in Temperature and Engineering Units to Obtain Functional
Units.
As shown in Table 2-2, many of the altimeter quantities of interest
have a temperature dependence. Typical calibration data consist of sample
points obtained for an Engineering Units (EU) vs. Functional Units (FU)
curve at one altimeter temperature (T) with the entire process being
repeated for several different temperatures. In this section we discuss
the interpolation procedure to be used for all the temperature dependent
quantities of Table 2-2.
Two informal memoranda* in 1974 had independently proposed use of a
least-squares-fitted polynomial surface; the coefficients were to be deter-
mined by the least-squares fitting process and any other point on the
surface could then be determined. The surface referred to here is of course
FU as a function of EU and T, and the coefficients plus any given EU and T
pair would produce a FU value. We subsequentlyt rejected the least-
square&-fitted surface and proposed instead that simple linear interpola-
tion in both EU and T be used. We summarize below some of our conclusions
which were based upon various calculations using the radar altimeter
Engineering Model data, the only data available at that time. We will not
reproduce those numerical results which are of no use to the Flight Model with
which this report is concerned. (We should indicate though that the Flight
Model data is generally better behaved than the Engineering Model data.)
Briefly, the problems with the least-squares-determined polynomial
coefficients lies in the different allowed range of EU for the different
temperature curves and in the curvature between data points contributed by
*Informal memoranda to NASA/WFC: 1) from G. S. Hayne, Applied Science
Associates, dated 7 August 1974, and 2) from J. Zarur, Wolf Research and
Development, undated (probably middle August 1974).
+Letter to C. Leitao, NASA/WFC from G. S. Hayne, Applied Science Associates,
dated 4 November 1974.
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the polynomial fit which tends, outside the region for which data points
are supplied, to go to plus or minus infinity. In general an interpola-
tion polynomial fitted by least-squares methods will act as a smoothing
function when the polynomial degree is much lower than the number of
input data points. However when the polynomial degree is comparable to
the number of input data points, the polynomial can exhibit severe oscil-
lations between individual data values. For some of the altimeter quan-
tities there are calibration data at only three different temperatures
and even a second degree polynomial in temperature builds in a curvature
between temperature pairs even though a linear behavior would seem more
appropriate.
For these various reasons it seemed clear to us that a better pro-
cedure was to use linear interpolation between the different temperature
curves. Moreover even for the curves of FU vs. EU at test temperatures,
we should use linear interpolation between known points. Without a con-
siderably larger number of data points (more densely sampled in both EU
and T), we have no realistic basis for anything but the assumption of linear
line segments between known data points.
Some judicious data editing should also be used. The FU vs. EU can-
not be allowed to be multiple-valued in FU at any given EU; if a multiple-
valued behavior appears at extremes of EU, the data points for the larger
absolute values of FU should be simply deleted since this behavior is
probably a saturation effect in the testing. Should the multiple values
of FU occur near zero EU it will be necessary to adjust the data so that
FU is restored to monotonic behavior with EU. (If this type of behavior
does occur near the middle of the range of EU, we are probably in trouble
anyhow and more calibration data would be warranted near this region of
improper behavior.)
Figure 2-2 aummarizes the procedure recommended for carrying out linear
interpolation in both EU and T to produce a FU value. This was proposed as
one processing step to be carried out for any temperature-dependent altimeter
quantity; the same subroutine is used in all cases with only the tables of
input data changing for different altimeter quantities. The remainder of
Chapter 2 presents these tables of input data based upon the pre-flight
Flight Model data available to us in References 3 and 4. Appendix B presents
f`
r;!
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Figure 2-2. Summary of Linear-Linear Interpolation Procedure.
FU(Functional Units)
FU	 ---
F1I — — —
Fll
T1 Ell	 Al
FU
FO	 (TI,EI,FO)
/	 EUOEI
722
F2I _ _ —
F21
0 EU
+ EU(Engineering
Uas.ts)
Input - (TI,EI), Output - FO
Temperature
Procedure: 1. Find temperatures T1,T2 such that
T1<TI<T2
2. Find points Ell and E12 on T1 curve
such that Ell<EI<E12
3. Find points E21 and E22 on T2 curve
such that E21<EI<E22
4. F1I - Fll+(F12-F11) X EI-E11
(E12-Ell)
72I - F21+(F22-F21) x EI-E21
9(22-E21)
70 - F1I+(F2I-F11) x TI-T1
(T2-T1)
i14
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a sample FORTRAN subroutine to carry out the linear-linear interpolation
procedure of Figure 2-2 and also presents sample output from the subroutine
based on data for the average waveform sample 411, ARS1.
These preceding paragraphs have discussed the double interpolation
in EU and T. It should be obvious that for the simpler case of a single
set of EU vs. FU points for an altimeter quantity with no known* tempera-
ture dependence the interpolation procedure to be used is based upon simple
straight-line segments connecting successive pairs of input data points
(i.e., simple linear interpolation).
2.3 Altimeter Data Quantities Whose Calibration Data Shows No Temperature
Dependence.
The sub-sections of Section 2.3 present the available calibration
data for those quantities of Table 2-1 and 2-2 which are identified as
having no known temperature dependence.
2.3.1 Temperatures RTT, RRT, GTT, ITT, WST, and BCT.
These six temperatures (identified individually in Table 2-1) are
measured by six different thermistors within the altimeter, and the direct
conversion from telemetry counts to degrees centigrade is already imple-
mented in the NASA/WFC programs. We will not reproduce that conversion
table here. We do, however, present in Table 2-3 the conversion table for
these thermistors from volts to degrees centigrade. This table is directly
from Reference 4 and is reprinted here for the convenience of anyOTLe
analyzing various TAMS data . (TAMS - GE's Test and Monitor System; see
Reference 2); the TAMS output (and hence much of the pre-flight data taken
at GE, APL or NASA/GSFC) records temperatures from these six thermistors
in volts (EU).
2.3.2 The Range Servo Error RSE.
The Range Servo Error,RSE,voltage at the GEOS-C radar altimeter output
*The word "known" is important here. For instance we are now treating
the Global Mode quantities ARG, APG, and IPG as having no temperature depen-
dence because we have only data at one temperature.(see sub-section 2.3.3).
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Table 2-3. Thermistor Volts/Temperature Characteristics
Voltage Temp.,°C Voltage Temp.,0C Voltage Temp.,0C
-0.324V -28.89°C -.221V - 7.780C -.065V 13.330C
- .322 -28.33 -.218 - 7.22 -•060 13.89
- .320 -27.78 -.214 - 6.67 -.056 14.44
- .318 -27.22 -.210 - 6.11 -.052 15.00
- .316 -26.67 -.206 - 5.56 -.047 15.56
- .314 -26.11 -.203 - 5.00 -.043 16.11
- .312 -25.56 -.199 - 4.44 -.039 16.67
- .310 -25.00 -.195 - 3.89 -.035 17.22
- .308 -24.44 -.191 - 3.33 -.030 17.78
- .306 -23.89 -.187 - 2.78 -.026 18.33
- .304 -23.33 -.183 - 2.22 -.022 18.89
- .302 -22.78 -.179 - 1.67 -.018 19.44
- .300 -22.22 -.175 - 1.11 -.013 20.00
- .297 -21.67 -.171 - 0.56 -.009 20.56
- .295 -21.11 -.167 0.00 -.005 21.11
- .293 -20.56 -.163 0.56 -.001 21.67
- .290 -20.00 -.159 1.11 0.003 22.22
- .288 -19.44 -.155 1.67 .007 22.78
- .285 -18.89 -.151 2.22 .011 23.23
- .283 -18.33 -.146 2.78 .016 23.89
- .280 -17.78 -.142 3.33 .020 24.44
- .277 -17.22 -.138 3.89 .024 25.00
- .274 -16.67 -.134 4.44 .028 25.56
- .271 -16.11 -.130 5.00 .031 26.11
- .268 -15.56 -.125 5.56 .035 26.67
- .265 -15.00 -.121 6.11 .039 27.22
- .262 -14.44 -.117 6.67 .043 27.78
- .259 -13.89 -.112 7.22 .047 28.33
- .256 -13.33 -.108 7.78 .051 28.89
- .252 -12.78 -.104 8.33 .055 29.44
- .249 -12.22 -.099 8.89 .059 30.00
- .246 -11.67 -.095 9.44 .062 30.56
- .242 -11.11 -.091 10.00 .066 31.11
- .239 -10.56 -.086 10.55 .070 31.67
- .235 -10.00 -.082 11.11 .073 32.22
- .232 - 9.44 -.078 11.67 .077 32.78
- .228 - 8.89 -.073 12.22 .081 33.33
- .225 - 8.33 -.069 12.78 .084 33.89
r
Table 2-3.	 Thermistor Volts/Temperature Characteristics (Continued)
Voltage Temp.,oC Voltage `?gym Z-CC Voltage Temp.,°C
+.088V 34.44°C +.160V 47.22 +.214 60.00°C
.091 35.00 .162 47.78 .216 60.56
.095 35.56 .165 48.33 .218 61.11
.098 36.11 .168 48.89 .220 61.67
.101 36.67 .170 49.44 .222 62.22
.105 37.22 .173 50.00 .224 62.78
.108 37.78 .175 50.56 .225 63.33
.111 38.33 .178 51.11 .227 63.89
.115 38.89 .180 51.67 .229 64.44
.118 39.44 .183 52.22 .231 65.00
.121 40.00 .185 52.78 .233 65.56
.124 40.56 .188 53.33 .234 66.11
.127 41.11 .190 53.89 .236 66.67
.131 41.67 .192 54.44 .238 67.22
.134 42.22 .195 55.00 .239 67.78
.137 42.78 .197 55.56 .241 68.33
.140 43.33 .199 56.11 .243 68.89
.143 43.89 .201 56.67 .244 69.44
.145 44.44 .204 57.22 .246 70.00
.148 45.00 .206 57.78 .247 70.57
.151 45.56 .208 58.33 .249 71.11
.154 46.11 .210 58..89
.157 46.67 .212 59.44
" 
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is sampled by the high-speed AID of the telemetry system. In this section 
we will summarize the relationship between telemetry counts (as received 
for processing at NASA/wFC, for example) and the actual number of bits 
added to the Altitude Register (designation used by GE) Which is the track-
ing loop altitude accumulator. While the Altitude Register Correction is 
a binary number, a discrete number of bits being added to or subtracted 
from the Altitude Register for each transmitted radar altimeter pulse, 
this correction is converted by a 7-bit DIA in the altimeter to an analog 
voltage RSE. 
Table 2-4 summarizes the important relationships within the a1time'ter. * 
The first co1ucrn specifies the voltage threshold value for the tracking 
loop AID, and the second column in Table 2-4 gives the resulting AID output 
for any given pair of threshold values. Table 2-4 lists only the end-
points and the range of input voltages near-zero; the near-zero region is 
the important region for normal altimeter tracking for which the Altitude 
Register Correction will be only a few bits either side of zero. The 
third column in Table 2-4 gives the Range Servo Error voltage produced 
by the 7-bit DIA within the altimeter; the fourth and fifth columns give 
the corresponding I-Mode and G-Mode Altitude Register Corrections. Finally, 
to keep information on this problem together, the last column gives the 
TAMS output (either 1- or G-Mode); the TAMS software contained a minor 
error which resulted in a shift by one and a sign change of the TAMS out-
put relative to the I-Mode Altitude Register Corrections. This effect is 
important for any detailed analysis of TAMS output but is irrelevant to 
this report's purpose. 
We designate the I-Mode Altitude Register Correction as MI, and the 
G-Mode Correction as MG. MI and MG are signed integers and MG can be 
directly derived from MI. Since -63 < MI + 64, one way to write this 
relationship is 
MG = [MI - (MI .+. 64)mod4]/4 (2-1) 
*Based on telephone conversations with E. L. Hofmeister, GE-Utica, early 
March 1975. 
Table 2-4. Tracker Loop A/D and RSE D/A Details
nput Voltage Threshold Resulting 7 Bit word Tracker Error Number of Bits in Actual TAMS
evels (Filtered Error from Tracking Loop Voltage Out of correction Applied to Output, in
ignal in Tracking Loop) AID Altimeter, RSE Altitude Register Testing
(Allow +.020V) I-Mode G-!lode
3.969 V
0 111 111 3.969 V -63 -16 +64
3.096
0.344
0 000 i01 .0.344 -5 -2 +6
0.281
0 000 100 0.281 -4 -1' +5
0.219
0 000 011 0.219 -3 -1 +4
0.156
0 000 010 0.156 -2 -1 +3
0.094
0 000 001 0.094 -1 -1 +2
0.031
0 000 000 0.031 0 0 +1
-0.031
1 1'_1 111 -0.031 +1 0 0
-0.094
1 111 110 -0.094 +2 0 -1
-0.156
1 111 101 -0.156 +3 0 -2
-0.219
1 111 100 -0.219 +4 +1 -3
-0.281
1 111 011 •-0.281 +5 +1 -4
-0.344
-3.969
1 000 000 -3.969 +64 +16 -63
-4.031
l.s.b.-1.5625 as 1.a.b.- 6.25 ne
i
00
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It is important to remember that the Alt~cude Register's least significant 
bit (l.s.b.) has different value in the G-Mode and the I-Mode. The G-Mode 
l.s.b. is 6.25 ns and the I-Mode l.s.b. is 1.5625 ns (neglecting the 50 ppm 
nominal osci ' _lator offset which is unimportant for the present purpose). 
These l.s.b. values are 93.750 ~m and 23.4375 cm, respectively, in satellite 
altitude (where c-30 cm/ns has been used, since the error in this value is 
again not significant for this purpose). 
The counts/volts conversion of RSE for the high-speed A/D channel of 
the telemetry system is 
RSE = .032025JTC - 4. 08444 (2-2) 
where JTC is the (integer) number of telemetry cOlmts, 0 ~ JTC ~ 255, and 
RSE is in volts. The value of RSE in 2-2 is the mid-voltage; for a given 
JTC, the value from 2-2 is at the center of the voltage range of .032025 
volts full width. We can rewrite 2-2 and indicate by TC the number of 
telemetry counts for a given RSE voltage, 
TC = (RSE + 4.08444)/.032025 (2-3) 
JT is not necessarily integer in Equation 2-3, and usinz the truncation of 
floating-point to integer conversions in FORTRAN, we can produce the integer 
telemetry count value JTC (for any allowed RSE in) by 
JTC - INT(0.5 + Te) (2--4 ) 
- INT(0.5 + (RSE+4.08444)/.032025) 
We need also to characterize the RSE out of the altimeter for a given 
value of MI. Using Table 2-4, we see that the total voltage range is 
2*(3.969)V and that the 7 bit D/A will have (2 7_1) intervals so that the 
individual step is 7.938/127 - 0.0624039. The MI to RSE relation can be 
written as 
- ~ (64-MI) * .0625039 - 3.969 volts (2-5) 
• • • 
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Finally, combining Equations 2-3 and 2-5, eliminating RSE, and redes-
ignating the I--Mode correction MI by ACC, we find 
ACC = 65.8469 - 0.51273 * J'TC (2-6) 
To produce the integer MI from ACC above, we must algebraically round ACC 
to the nearest integer. A rounding-off operation within a computer for 
positive and negative quantities is slightly more awkward than is rounding 
off of numbers which are zero or ponitive only [this latter rounding was 
done in Equation 2-4 for the positive JTC]. A whole-value-only signed 
floating-point quantity XMI can be produced from ACC above using the fol-
lowing FORTRAN s ta tement . 
XMI SIGN(FLOAT(INT(ABS(ACC) + 0.5)),ACC), (2-7) 
and for a given telemetry count value JTC, Equations 2-6 and 2-7 produce 
the best estimate of MI, 
MI "'" XMI 
The estimate of :HI must be done in either G- or I-M04e. If in I-Mode, 
~ultiply MI by 23.4375 cm to obtain the final I-Hode Tracker Altitude 
Register Correction in cm. If, instead, in G-Mode, first obtain MG from 
MI by equating Equation 2-1 and then multipl~ MG by 93.75 cm to obtain the 
G-Mode Altitude Register correction in cm. 
The entire procedure just described is summarized in Figure 2-3 which 
provides the (FORTRAN-like) steps to obtain a final Altitude Register 
cOl;rection in cm froEi an input number of telemetry counts related to RSE. 
This ~s the procedure which would be followed if the direct Telemetry 
Counts·).li'unctional Units process of Table 2-1 were being done. However, 
because of the way Wallops Flight Center processing is carried out (Figure 2-1), 
RSE is already converted from counts to Engineering Units in CALlMERGE. For 
this reason we supply Figure 2-4 Which follows in an obvious way from the 
preceding discussion and which sUTInnarizes the procedure which should be 
used at Wallops in the GAP program to obtain the Altitude Register 
t:il _ .-._ .' •• - .. 
, 
• i 
· i 
I 
· i 
· ! 
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Figure 2-3. Summary of Conversion from RSE Telemetry Counts to
Altitude Register Correction in Centimeters.
Define: JTC-Telemetry Counts From RSE
•	 ALTCOR-Altitude Register Correction ill Centimeters
ACC-65.8469-0.51273*JTC
XMI-SIGN(FLOAT(INT(ABS(ACC)+0.5)),ACC)
Tacker	 G-Mode
mode
:III-XMI
! I-NDde
	 MG-(MI-MOD(MI+64,4))/4
ALTC-OA-_XI41*23.4375	
ALTCOR-4.*23.4375*MG
f-22-
Figure 2-4. Summary of Conversion from RSE Engineering Units (Volts)
to Altitude Register Correction in Centimeters.
Define: ALTCOR-Altitude Register Correction in Centimeters
RSE-CALIMERGE Output, in Volts, for Range Servo Error
01
ACC-0.5000-15.999*RSE
XMI-SIG14(FLOAT(INT(ABS(ACC)+0.5)),ACC)
Tracker
. Mode i
MI-III
if	
I-Mode	 MG-(MI-MOD(MI+64,4))/4
ALTCOR-XKI*23.4375	 ALTCOR-4.*23.4375*MG
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correction in cm from an input value of RSE in Engineering Units (volts).
Note that in both Figures 2-3 and 2-4, the expression XMI-SIGN(...) is
merely the algebraic rounding operation already described in the discussion
of equation 2-7. There are probably better, more compact ways of doing
this rounding but this method secomplishes the purpose.
The next couple of pages will examine the effects of error in the
MI-)-RSE conversion. That is, what if the numbers in the third column of
Table 2-4 are incorrect? (Temperature-dependence might be one possibility.)
According to E. Hofineister, the values of RSE in Table 2-4 are good to
+ 20 millivolts, and the question we must consider is whether a 20 millivolt
uncertainty in RSE leads to any ambiguities in the JTCE-►MI relationship.
The simplest check is just to add + 20 my to RSE values and examine the
consequences. A simple FORTRAN program was written to accomplish this,
and Table 2-5 is the data printed out by the program. The following para=
graph discusses each column in Table 2-5, from left to right.
We start on the left with the 128 possible values of MI, the I- Mode
Altitude Register Correction, in bits. By equation 2-5), we generate RSE
(in my in Table 2-5). Then equations 2-3) and 2-4) are used to produce the
two columns TC-HI and TC-LO; TC-HI is the telemetry system count for
RSE+20 my and TC-LO is the telemetry count for RSE -20 mv. MI-HI is the
predicted value of MI, given a telemetry count TC-HI, and is calculated
by equations 2-6) and 2-7). MI-LO is similarly calculated from TC-L0.
MI-HI and MI-LO should agree with each other and with the input MI
if there are no ambiguities introduced by the + 20 my RSE uncertainty.
The asterisks immediately to the right of MI-LO point out those places in
this conversion process where there are ambiguities. Finally, we use
equation 2-1) to produce the MG estimate MG-HI from MI-HI and MG-LO from
MI-L0. Again asterisks highlight regions of ambiguity.
The conclusion from Table 2-5 is that there are regions of ambiguity
in which the + 20 my uncertainty in RSE value leads to the possibility of
being off in MI by one bit. However, the altitude tracker will never, in
normal tracking operation, get outside the range of 0 + 6 bits for MI.
Even for the fine search mode during acquisition, the value of MI will be
within this range. In the Peak Detect or the Coarse Sweep modes tae MI
-24-
can be out of this range but the one count MI ambiguity is of no practical
significance at these times. Notice that in Table 2-5 the region -8<MI<+7
is an unambiguous region and that even a full 20 my uncertainty in the RSE
values [from equation 2-5)] will cause no problem. If in the future it
could be determined that the RSE uncertainty is significantly less than
	
i
+ 20 mv, then it would be possible to narrow the regions of ambiguity in
Table 2-5; however, it has already been argued above that the current situa-
tion presents no problems for the GEOS-C altimeter and its expected 0+6
count range in MI.
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2.3.3 Average Ramp Gate ARG, Average Plateau Gate APG, and Instantaneous
Plateau Gate IPG, Global Mode Only.
As already noted in Table 2-1, we include these Global Mode gates
in the temperature independent category because of the lack of data at
any temperature other than GTT - 32.4 0C; if these three Global Diode quantities
ARG, APG, and IPG do have a temperature dependence, the Global Tracker
Temperature GTT would be the relevant temperature. The only data we have
is from the APL Special Tests* conducted at a single temperature. These
data are supplied in Table 2-6 of our report.
Referring to Table 2-2, we see that ARG and APG are never less than
zero volts and that their upper limit is about +8 volts whereas IPG can range
from about -4 to +4 volts. Suitable Engineering Units lower and upper
limits respectively for these three gates are: 0. and 5. volts for ARG;
the same for APG; and -1.347 and 3.510 volts for IPG.
2.3.4 Other
We supply no conversion tables here for other quantities which are
either temperature-independent or for which we haven't sufficient data.
We merely list them below with a few general remarks.
RMI - The Receiver Mixer Current, is converted from telemetry
counts to volts by a conversion table already implemented
at NASA/WFC. The resulting voltage is useful as a monitor
of receiver "health" and should be checked for agreement
with the range of RMI generally seen during pre-flight testing.
ALT or CALT - The Altitude, or the Cumulative Altitude, is a
32 bit word telemetered in four separate 8 bit words and
reassembled into the 32 bit word by NASA/WFC.
IFTA - The IF Test Signal is related to the BIT/CAL lode and we
have insufficient information about its use or its temperature
dependence at present. It may be possible to relate IFTA
quantitatively to IF#1 and IF#2 levels within BIT/CAL at
*APL Gpecial Test Data GEOS-C Flight Model, dated 13 November 1974 (obtained
from C. L. Purdy NASA/WFC).
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Table 2-6. Flight Model Average Ramp Gate ARG, Average Plateau Gate APG,
and Instantaneous Plateau Gate, IPG, Global Mode Only
GE designation -► V(R) V(P) V(Pi)
APL designation -► ARG APG IPG
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units)	 Output in Volts
Input in Volts
-0.2V -3.233V -3.295V -1.347V
-.1 -1.606 -1.633 -0.750
.0 0.017* 0.045* -0.004*
.1 1.612 1.677 1.022
.2 3.205 3.305 1.854
.3 5.000 5.000 2.719
.35 it 2.965
.4 " it
.45 " it
.5 " it 3.472
.6 " to
Above Results for Single Temperature Only, Nominal Ambient Chamber.
Average GTT (TT3) During Test - 32.40C.
Notes: * - Two sets of data were taken at this input, for two
different DDG settings. The values here are from the
second setting, for DDG - 3654540.
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some time in the future based upon information which is
scheduled to appear in the GE Design Error Analysis.
VTA - The Video Test Signal Amplitude is either present or absent
in the BIT/CAL mode.
RSA - This signal is either present or absent depending upon
correct operation of the altimeter internal clock.
2.4 Altimeter Quantities With Temperature-Dependent Calibration
As in section 2.3 , separate sub-sections of 2.4 list the calibration tables
and the general remarks for those altimeter quantities of Table 2-2 having
specific temperature dependence and for which the linear-linear interpola-
tion of section 2.2 is to be used. The bar over a temperature designation
(such as WST below) denotes the average temperature for the time interval
over which the TAMS system acquired the EU vs. FU data.
2.4.1 The Instantaneous Waveform Samplers IRS1,...,16
The double interpolation, in Engineering Units (volts) and in the
waveform sampler temperature WST (in °C), will be used for the 16 Instan-
.;'vneous Waveform Sample values. On following pages Table 2-7 provides the
calibration data as taken from References 4a, 4b and 4c.
We indicate in Table 2-7 where data values have been generated by
interpolation between pairs of input data points in order to put all
IRS1,...,16 data on a common Functional Units scale. Because the satellite
in orbit may run colder than the lowest WST value of - 20°C under which
waveform sampler data were taken during GE testing and calibration, we have
duplicated the WST-20°C column in each part of Table 2-7 and labelled
the result as WST-O°C. If this were not done, there is a good chance that
an appreciable amount of the waveform sampler data would not be converted
at all in the Wallops "light Center processing but instead would flag an
out-of-calibration error message. To avoid this loss of data and because
the temperature dependence of the IRS1,...,16 results is not too strong at
the lower WST values, this duplication of the WST low column has been chosen
as a simplest, fastest temporary fix. It is conceivable that data already
existir* from Flight Model testing at APL or at Goddard will allow us to
replace the leftmost WST column in Table 2-7 with actual measured data, but
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-r	 this will involve a detailed search of the microfilmed test data.
For the desired (EU) limit checks in CALIMERGE, we have indicated
in each section of Table 2-7 the upper and lower limits on EU. The
upper limit is taken as the maximum EU value at the maximum FU value and
the lover EU limit is chosen as the maximum EU value for the minimum FU
value. Only IRS13, the Instantaneous Waveform Sampler #13,is an exception
to this rule; since there is clearly some type of breakdown at the highest
WST value in this sampler, the Engineering Unit upper limit has been taken
from the WST - 44.7 0C column, and we suggest that any data for WST > 44.70C
be considered out of the calibration range and thus invalid.
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Table 2-7(a). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS1 ,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #1
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST-O°C W3"1`-20.0° Gl$'I`-44.70 WST-63.10
in Volts Note	 a TV/-2°C Ambient TV/+420
-0.2V -0.886V -0.886 -0.821 -0.819
- .1 -0.440 -0.440 -0.421 -0.356
0.0 0.003 0.003 0.000 0.008
.1 0.446 0.446 0.429 0.445
.2 0.876 0.876 0.848 0.847
.3 1.258 1.258 1.248 1.184
.35 1.412 1.412b 1.420 1.288b
.4 1.567 1.567 1.505 1.391
.45 1.575 1.575b 1.539 1.402b
.5 1.583 1.583 1.545 1.413
.6 1.600 1.600 Am,	 1.547 1.423
Engineering Units Lower Limit - -0.819V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.423V
Table 2-7(b). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS2 ,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #2
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)
	
Output, in Volts
WST-0 WST-20.00 WST-44.70 WST-63	 °
in Volts Note a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.874V -0.874 -0.815 -0.816
-	 .1 -0.451 -0.451 -0.417 -0.405
0.0 -0.019 -0.019 0.000 0.000
.1 0.417 0.417 0.411 0.430
.2 0.841 0.841 0.825 0.793
.3 1.217 1.217 1.219 1.159
.35 1.375 1.375b 1.412 1.211b
.4 1.533- 1.533c 1.433 1.263
.45 of of 1.446c 1.269b
.5 If of
.6 1.284
Wa
Engineering Units Lower Limit - -0.815V
Engiing Units Upper Limit - 1.284V
Notes: a - WST-20. 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs Input data.
r
~ -I 
I 
l 
~ .. -- "---- \~-
f . 
A ___ " _____ _ 
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Table 2-7(c). Waveform Sa~er Calibration Data (IRS, continued) 
Flight Model Waveform :3amp1er IRS3 , 
the Instantaneous Return ~aveform Sample #3 
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units) 
Input Amplitude, ~OoC miT=20.0
o 
in Volts Note a TV/-2
oC 
-0.2V -0. 875V -0.875 
- .1 -0.445 -0.445 
0.0 -0.003 -0.003 
.1 0.434 0.434 
.2 0.860 0.860 
.3 1.237 1.237 
.35 1. 356 1. 356b 
.• 4 1.475 1. 475c 
.45 " " 
.5 " " 
.6 " " 
Engineering Units Lower Limit = -O.778V 
Engineering-Units Upper Limit = 1.158V 
Output, 
WST=44.7 
Ambient 
-0.812 
-0.426 
0.001 
0.422 
0.830 
1.228 
1. 347 
1. 367c 
" 
" 
II 
in Volts 
0 WST=63.1° 
TV/+42° 
-0.778 
-0.400 
-0.004 
0.429 
0.802 
1.085 
1.l18b 
1.152 
1. 155b 
1. 158c 
" 
Table 2-7(d). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS) 
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS4 , 
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #4 
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units) 
Input Amplitude, WST-O WST=-20.0
o 
in Volts Note a TV/-2
oC 
-0.2V -0. 848V -0.848 
- .1 -0.433 -0.433 
0.0 -0.014 -0.014 
.1 0.405 0.405 
.2 0.832 0.832 
.3 1.196 1.196 
.35 1. 373 1.373
b 
.4 1.550 1.550 
.45 1.557 1. 557
b 
.5 1.564 1.564
c 
.6 " " 
Engineering Units Lower Limit ". -0.769V 
Engineering Units Upper Limit = 1.264V 
Notes: - 0 a - WST-20. column duplicated; see text. 
Output, 
WST-44.7° 
Ambient 
-0.784 
-0.400 
-0.015 
0.396 
0.805 
1.193 
1.374 
1.434 
1.439 
1.445 
1.451 
in Volts 
WST-63.1° 
TV/+42° 
-0.769 
-0.400 
-0.013 
0.419 
0.780 
1.049 
1.148b 
1.246 
1. 253b 
1.260 
1.264 
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation. 
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs Input data. 
- I 
.. 
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Table 2-7 (e). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued) 
F11.ght Model Waveform Sampler IRS5 , 
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 115 
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units) 
,hlPUt Amplitude, ~OoC ''t:rSTc20 . 00 
in Volts Note 'S TV/-2oC 
-0,2V -0.865V -0.865 
- .1 -0.447 -0.447 
0.0 0.012 0.012 
.1 0.444 0.444 
.2 0.865 0.865 
.3 1.251 1.251 
.35 1.420 1. 420b 
.4 1.589 1.589 
.45 1. 602 1.602b 
.5 1. 616 1. 616c 
.6 11 11 
Engineering Units Lower Limit = -0.806V 
Engineering Units Upper Limit = 1.383V 
Output, 
WST..:44.7° 
Ambient 
-0.806 
-0.421 
-0.006 
0.419 
0.837 
1.228 
1.422 
1.512 
1.560 
1.563 
1.571 
i.n Volts 
-- 0 WST=63.1 
TV/+42° 
.. 
-0.815 
-0.1*07 
0.019 
0.434 
0.765 
1.142 
1. 260b 
1.378 
1. 380b 
1. 383c 
11 
Table 2-7(f). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS) 
Flight Nodel W81.veform SalIll,plex IRS6 , 
the Instantaneous Return Waveform S:a~ple 'f16 
(Functional1 Units) (Engineering Units) 
Input Amplitude, WST=Ou WST:z20.0o 
in Volts Note a n TV/-2. C 
-0.2V -0.878V -0.878 
- .1 -0.455 -0.455 
0.0 -0.008 -0.008 
.1 0.408 0.408 
.2 0.834 0.834 
.3 1.214 1.214 
.35 1.370 1. 370b 
.4 1.527 1.527 
.45 1.536 1. 536b 
.5 1.544 1. 544c 
.6 11 " 
. 
Engineering Units Lower Limit = -0.809V 
Engineering Units Upper Limit = 1.370V 
Output, 
WST-44.7') 
Ambient 
-0.816 
-0.417 
-0.020 
0.406 
0.823 
1.218 
1.413 
1.503 
1. 525 c 
" 
" 
in Volt!ll 
0 WST-63.! 
TV/+42° 
-0.809 
-0.410 
0.013 
0.416 
0.792 
1.153 
1. 258b 
1.364 
1. 367b 
1.370 
" 
Notes: -- 0 a - WST=20. column duplicated; see text. 
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation. 
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs Input data. 
? 
'-..~.~ 
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Table 2-7(g). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS7 ,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 07
(Fimetional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
99T.-O0C Vff-20600 UTT-44.70 5W-63.010
In Volts Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.913V -0.913 -0.856 -0.904
- .1 -0.501 -0.501 -0.471 -0.446
0.0 -0.046 -0.046 -0.054 -0.167
.1 0.363 0.363 0.354 0.368
.2 0.797 0.797 0.771 0.748
.3 1.188 1.188 1.168 1.086
.35 1.376 1.376b 1.357 1.132b
.4 1.563 1.563 1.491 1.177
.45 1.580 1.580b 1.510c 1.192b
.5 1.596 1.596 it 1.208
.6 1.604 1.604 of
Engineering Units Loner Limit - -0.856V
Engineering'Units Upper Limit - 1.223V
Table 2-70). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS8 ,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 08
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
75s-0 WST-20.0 WST-44.7 WST-63.^
In Volts Note a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.828V -0.828 -0.771 -0.778
- .1 -0.415 -0.415 -0.400 -0.382
0.0 -0.001 -0.001 -0.005 -0.001
.1 0.405 0.405 0.406 0.416
.2 0.827 0.827 0.799 0.800
.3 1.187 1.187 1.174 1.099
.35 1.332 1.332b 1.324 1.130b
.4 1.478 1.478c 1.351 1.162c
.45 " 1.359c
.6
LI
Engineering Units Lover Limit - -0.771V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.162V
Motos: a - VM20. 0 column dupli ated; see text.
b -Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpoletion.
c - Last data point before a reversal in 6ltput ve Input data.
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Table 2-7(1). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS9 ,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #9
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
997-00C ZT-20.00 07-44.70 W.63.10
in Volts Note	 a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+420
-0.2V -0.921V -0.921 -0.852 -0.858
- .1 -0.462 -0.462 -0.440 -0.444
0.0 -0.004 -0.004 -0.010 -0.009
.1 0.439 0.439 0.418 0.433
.2 0.880 0.880 0.838 0.843
.3 1.259 1.259 1.250 1.153
.35 1.406 1.406b 1.409 1.214b
.4 1.552 1.552° 1.436 1.274
.45 1.452 1.280
.5 1.459° 1.285
.6 " " if
Engineering Units Lower Lit - -0.852V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.291V
Table 2-7(j). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
F?iglnt Model Waveform Sampler IRS10,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #10
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
7s15i0 TS-T-20.0' WST-44.7 WST-63.l
in Volts Note a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.867V -0.867 -0.812 -0.809
- .1
-0.444 -0.444 -0.411 -0.369
0.0 -0.007 -0.007 0.003 -0.006
.1 0.435 0.435 0.423 0.445
.2 0.870 0.870 0.849 0.817
.3 1.245 1.245 1.239 1.182
.35 1.411 1.411b 1.452 1.288b
.4 1.577 1.577 1.538 1.394
.45 1.582 1.582b 1.555° 1.408b
.5 1.588 1.588° q1
Engineering Units Lower Limit - -0.809V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.423V
Notes: a - VS3-20. 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output ve Input data.
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Table 2-7(k). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS11,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #11
(Functional Units)	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude,	 WST-60C 	 W"62060O WM44.70 	 {^`S '-63. ol°
In Volts	 Note a	 TV/-2 C	 Ambient	 TV/+42
-0.2V
-0.867V -0.867 -0.815 -0.809
- •1 -0.440 -0.440 -0.411 -0.428
0.0 0.012 0.012 0.008 0.008
•1 0.449 0.449 0.433 0.445
• 2 0.876 0.876 0.155 0.820
.3 1.257 1.257 1.2,2 1.187
.35 1.440 1.440b 1.452 1.281b
•4 1.623 1.623 1.551 1.375c
.45 1.633 1.633b 1.574
.5 1.643 1.643 1.575 it
• 6 1.660 1.660 1.584 if
Engineering Units Lover Limit - -0.809V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.375V
Table 2-7(1). Waveform Sampler Calibraticn Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS12,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 112
(Functional Units)	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude, 	 NY-0
	 iiT-20.0°
	
W i-44 . 7	 WST-63.^
in Volts	 Note a	 TV/-20C 	 Ambient	 TV/+42
-0.2V -0.844V -0.844 -0.780 -0.767
- .1 -0.438 -0.438 -0.396 -0.394
0.0 -0.010 -0.010 -0.001 0.006
.1 0.408 0.408 0.405 0.429
.2 0.825 0.825 0.811 0.800
.3 1.196 1.196 1.188 1.164
•	 .35 1.368 1.368b 1.374 1.208b
.4 1.539 1.539 1.440c 1.251
.45 1.541 1.541b of 1.256b
.5 1.544 1.544 to
•	 .6 1	 1.546 1.546
of
Engineering Units Lover Limit - -0.767V
Engineering Unite Upper Limit - 1.262V
Notes: a - 1IM20 . 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs Input data.
(Engineering
 Units)	 Output, in Volts
W"600C W3"I`-2060° 015-44.70 W".63.1°
Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
-0.842V -0.842 -0.789 -0.535
-0.429 -0.429 -0.397 -0.397
0.017 0.017 -0.001 0.020
0.416 0.416 0.397 0.416
0.838 0.838 0.802 0.549
1.214 1.214 1.188 0.567
1.310 1.310b 1.231 0.598b
1.407 1.407 1.254 0.629
1.415 1.415b 1.262 0.6426
1.423 1.423 1.271 0.655
1.430 1.430 1.275 0.695
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
in Volts
-0.2V-
- .1
0.0
.1
.2
.3
.35
.4
.45
.5
I
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Table 2-7(m). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS13,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #13
En^ineer{.ng Units Lower Limit - -0.789V 	 EU Limits from
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.275V	 Ambient Chamber results;
see text.
Table 2-7(n). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS 14,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample #14
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST-0 WST-20.0 WS1-44.7 WST-63.I0
in Volts Note a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.875V -0.875 -0.820 -0.802
- .1 -0.450 -0.450 -0.413 -0.405
0.0 -0.008 -0.008 0.000 -0.003
.1 0.422 0.422 0.421 0.426
.2 0.847 0.847 0.830 0.815
.3 1.221 1.221 1.221 1.162
.35 1.373 1.373b 1.414 1.219b
.4 1.525 1.525c 1.442c 1.276
.45
of n „ 1.278b
.5
it of it 1.280c
Engineering Units Lower Limit - -0.802V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.280V
Notes: a - WT-20. 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs Input data.
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Table 2-7(o). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS15,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 015
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
in Volts
(Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
WgT60*C I Wff-20 00 ` W-44.70 	WW-63.10
Note a	 TV/-26C	 I	 Ambient	 I	 TV/+420
-0.2V
-0.875V -0.875 -0.811 -0.791
- .1
-0.445 -0.445 -0.421 -0.405
0.0
-0.007 -0.007 -0.003 0.002
.1 0.422 0.422 0.412 0.458
.2 0.854 0.854 0.827 0.814
•3 1.248 1.248 1.217 1.163
.35 1.430 1.430b 1.428 1.256b
.4 1.611 1.611 1.535 1.350
.45 1.626 1.626b 1.550 1.356b
.5 1.640 1.640c 1.564c 1.362
.6 it it it 1.374
Engineering Units Lower Limit
	 0.791V
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 1.374V
Table 2-7(p). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (IRS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler IRS16,
the Instantaneous Return Waveform Sample 016
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Unite)	 Output, in Volts
WSZ-O WST-20.0 W i;-44.7 WST-63.^
in Volts Note a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+42
-0.2V -0.820V -0.820 -0.762 -0.766
_ .1
-0.412 -0.412 -0.389 -0.372
0.0 0.010 0.010 0.003 0.000
.1 0.415 0.415 0.400 0.434
.2 0.814 0.814 0.789 0.792
.3 1.174 1.174 1.170 1.119
.35 1.349 1.349b 1.354 1.178b
.4 1.524 1.524 1.414 1.236
.45 1.531 1.531b 1.451c 1.244b
.5 1.538 1.538 of
.6 1.541 1.541 " 1.267
Engineering Units Lower Limit a -0.762V
Engineering Units Upper Limit a 1.267V
Notes: a -Si3-20. 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
c - Last data point before a reversal in Output ve Input data.
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2.4.2 The Average Waveform Sampler ARS1,...,16
Many of the remarks for IRS1,...,16 apply here as well. We have again
supplied a "fictitious" WST_ - O oC column, and ARS13 shows a spurious behav-
ior at higher WST just as did IRS13. The ARS1,...,16 calibration data are
supplied in Table 2-8 on tlile following pages.
For the CALIMERGE EU limits, we indicate again on Table 2-8 the EU
upper limit using the same recipe as in ARS1,...,16. The EU lower limit
for all these Average Waveform Samplers may be taken as 0. volts however;
this is because ARS1,...,16 are sampled by a different A/D converter for
telemetry than were IRS1,...,16, and so the EU value for any individual ARS
can only be zero or positive. Negative EU values appear in Table 2-8 for
ARS1,...,16 only so as to encompass the value EU - 0.
Each ARS value is an average over something of the order of one
second. The receiver AGC circuit is supposed to set the receiver gain
so that the average plateau region has a Functional Units mean value of
about 0.1 volt. To the degree that the point sample value on the return
waveform has a standard deviation equal to its mean value and that the
averaging is a one-second rectangular average (over 100 individual returns),
the plateau region ARS values should be about 0.140.01. This is not exact;
for example the averaging process is not rectangular but is instead an
RC-1 second process. However, this argument should be adequate to indicate
that it would be highly unlikely under normal altimeter operation to have
ARS Functional Units values exceeding 0.2 volts, and hence by Table 2-8 to
have ARS Engineering Units values exceeding 4.0 volts.
Table 2.8(a). Waveform Sampler Cal
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Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS1
the Average Return Waveform Sample #1
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude, WS-7C WST-20.0 	 VS-T-44.70 WST-63.1
in Volts Note	 a TV/-20C Ambient TV/+420
- .1V -1.752V -1.752 -1.655 -1.596
0.0 0.024 0.024 0.017 0.024
.1 1.754 1.7541 1.701 1.765
.2 3.457 3.457 3.332 3.232
.3 4.975 4.975 4.949 4.653
.35 4.986 4.986b 4.998 4.826b
.4 4.998 4.998 is 4.998
.45 to n if to
5 it it it
Engineering Units Upper Limit 4.998V
Table 2.80). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Pbdel Waveform Sampler ARS2
the Average Return Waveform Sample #2
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST-00C	 WST-20.00 WST-44.70 WST-63.10
An Volts Note	 a	 TV/-20C Ambient TV/+420
-	 1V -1.754V -1.754 -1.630 -1.607
0..0 -0.043 -0.043 -0.026 -0.026
1 1.650 1.650 1.622 1.683
:2 3.328 3.328 3.262 3.165
3 4.808 4.808 4.816 4.539
:35 4.903 4.903b 4.998 4.757b
.4 4.998 4.998 to 4.975b
.45 it it 4.986
. 5 it if 4.998
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.998V
Notes: a - W951120. ° column duplicated; see text.
R	 '
s
a
Y
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2.8(c). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS3
the Average Return Waveform Sample /3
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WS5-0 C WST-2060 WST-44.1 WS5-63.^
In Volts Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.754V -1.754 -1.651 -1.591
0.0 0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.003
.1 1.717 1.717 1.680 1.727
.2 3.395 3.395 3.302 3.188
.3 4.916 4.916 4.857 4.326
.35 4.957 4.957b 4.998 4.417b
.4 4.998 4.998 to 4.508b
.45 4.536
.5
^^ ^^ ^^
4.564
.6 " 4.595
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.595V
Table 2.8(d). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS4
the Average Return Waveform Sample #4
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST•OoC	 WST-20600 WST-44.70 WST-63. 0
in Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.694V -1.694 -1.580 -1.569
0.0 -0.015 -0.015 -0.017 -0.026
.1 1.629 1.629 1.585 1.644
.2 3.278 3.278 3.183 3.084
.3 4.765 4.765 4.705 4.420
.35 4.882 4.882b 4.998 4.667b
.4 4.998 4.998 it 4.914b
.45 of 4.942
.5
it if of
4.971
.6
^^ ^^ ^^ 4.995
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.995V
Notes: a - VM20. 0 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
3P
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Table 2.8(e).	 Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS5
the Average Return Waveform Sample #5
-	 (Functional Units) (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude, WST-0 C WST-2060 WST-44.7 WST-63.l
In Volts Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.721V -1.721 -1.639 -1.613
0.0 0.034 0.034 0.003 -0.008
.1 1.738 1.738 1.672 1.718
.2 3.446 3.446 3.317 3.206
.3 4.938 4.938 4.863 4.554
4.776b
.35 4.968 4.968b 4.998
.4 4.998 4.998
it 4.998
.45 it is
n
5 it 11 it $I
go is it
11
.6
Engineering Units Upper Limit = 4.998V
Table 2.8(f). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARSE
the Average Return Waveform Sample f6
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WS5•00C	 WS-T-20 60
0
WST-44.70 WST-63. 0
In Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.771V -1.771 -1.643 -1.625
0.0 -0.052 -0.052 -0.042 -0.047
.1 1.634 1.634 1.601 1.671
.2 3.306 3.306 3.240 3.166
.3 4.783 4.783 4.776 4.528
.35 4.890 4.890b 4.998 4.763b
.4 4.998 4.998 it 4.998
.45
n n is to
5 n n
it of
Engineering Knits Upper Limit a 4.998V
Notes: a - iiM20. 0 column duplicated; see test.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
I	 ^,
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Table 2 .8(g). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS7
the Average Return Waveform Sample #7
(Functional Units) 11
	
(Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude,
In Volts
WST-O-C
Note	 a
WST-2060-
TV/-2 C
WST-44.7"
Ambient
WST-63.
1,
TV/+42
- .1V -1.973V -1.973 -1.879 -1.829
0.0 -0.231 -0.231 -0.236 -0.241
.1 1.456 1.456 1.418 1.474
.2 3.151 3.151 3.062 2.999
.3 4.694 4.694 4.627 4.287
.35 4.846 4.846b 4.998 4.467b
.4 4.998 4.998 it
.45 It it 4.711b
5 It we to 4.775
.6 it to it 4.842
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.842V
Table 2.8(h). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARSS
the Average Return Waveform Sample 68
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)
	 Output, is Volts
WST•OoC
	
WST-20 6 OP W-4. 7 WST,43.ioIn Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .lV -1.658V -1.658 -1.542 -1.535
0.0 -0.008 -0.008 0.000 -0.001
.1 1.612 1.612 1.583 1.660
.2 3.236 3.236 3.143 3.061
.3 4.661 4.661 4.605 4.328
.35 4.830 4.830b 4.998 4.436b
.4 4.998 4.998 4.544
.45 4.568b
5 " " " 4.592
.6 4.598
igimewing Units Upper Limit - 4.598V
Notes: a - IMM20. 0
 column duplicated; see test.
b - Not in original toot data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2.8(1). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS9
the Average Return Waveform Sample #9
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST-0 C WS1+-2060 TS T-44.7 WST-63.l
Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
-1.837V -1.837 -1.751 -1.723
-0.026 -0.026 -0.041 -0.058
1.735 1.735 1.669 1.746
3.468 3.468 3.331 3.223
4.998 4.998 4.940 4.570
of of b 4.998 4.784b
to to
it It of of
of if to is
to of it it
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
in Volts
- .1V
0.0
.1
.2
.3
. 35 .
.4
.45
.5
.6
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.998V
Table 2.8(j). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS10
the Average Return Waveform, Sample #10
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units)	 Output, in Volts
WST-00C 	WST-2060° Rif-44.70 WST-63.1°
in Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.732V -1.732 -1.624 -1.594
0.0 0.017 0.017 0.019 0.006
.1 1.728 1.728 1.695 1.752
.2 3.435 3.435 3.347 3.264
.3 4.953 4.953 4.924 4.658
.3S 4.976 4.976b 4.998 4.828b
.4 4.998 4.998 4.998
.45  n
n of
5 „ n it to 
I nglasering Units Upper Limit - 4.998V
Notes: a - i1M20. ° column duplicated; see test.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2.8(k). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS, continued)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS11
the Average Return Waveform Sample /11
(Functional Units) (Engineering Units) Output, cc Volts
Input Amplitude, WST-0 C
._...
WST-2060	 WST-44.7 WST-63.^
in Volts Note	 a TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.708V -1.708 -1.628 -1.599
0.0 0.069 0.069 0.046 0.007
.1 1.783 1.783 1.717 1.740
.2 3.481 3.481 3.356 3.225
.3 4.964 4.964 4.910 4.602
.35 4.981 4.981b 4.998 4.800b
.4 4.998 4.998 to
.45 to of of to
5 of is it It
6 it of of to
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.998V
Table 2.8(1). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS12 ,
the Average Return Waveform Sample f12
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Units) 	 Output, in Volts
WS5•00C	 WST-20600 WST-44.70 WST-63.0
in Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 C Ambient TV/+42
- .lV -1.724V -1.724 -1.600 -1.557
0.0 -0.032 -0.032 -0.020 -0.009
.1 1.621 1.621 1.597 1.677
.2 3.275 3.275 3.198 3.145
.3 4.770 4.770 4.719 4.464
.35 4.884 4.884b 4.998 4.688b
.4 4.998 4.998 it
.45 it n it
.5 of Is of 4.979
.6
it 4.980
a
Engineering Units Upper Limit - 4.980V
Notes: a - VM20. 0
 column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2.8(n). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS. continued)
Flight Model Wavaform Sampler ARS13
the Average Return Wavefow Sample 013
(Functional Units)	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude,	 WST-0 C	 WST-2060	 WS-N447	 WST-i3.
In Volts	 Note a	 TV/-2 C
	 Ambient	 TV/+42
- .1V -1.689V
-1.689
-1.599
-1.552
0.0 :0.009 0.009 0.000 0.006
.1 ',1.666 1.666 1.580 1.639
.2 3.314 3.314 3.178 2.142
.3 4.825 4.825 4.725 2.264
.35 12 4.912b 4.903 2.370b
.4 15,98 4.998 4.964 2.476
.45 it 4.998 2.558b
5 it to " 2.640
6 it of if 2.711
Engineering Units Upper Limit r 4.998V; taken from Ambient Chamber results.
Table 2.8(n). Waveform SaWler Calibration Data (ARS)
Flight Model Waveform Sampler ARS14
the Average Return Waveform Sample 014
(Functional Units
Input Amplitude,
(Engineering Knits)	 Output, in Volts
71T-00C	 WST-20600 WST-44.70 WST-63. 0
In Volts Note	 a	 TV/-2 !, Ambient TV/+42
- .1V -1.751V -1.751 -1.639 -1.584
0.0 -0.014 -0.014 -0.006 0.006
.1 1.674 1.674 1.651 1.735
.2 3.359 3.359 3.277 1.217
.3 4.859 4.859 4.840 4.580
.35 4.928 4.928b 4.998 4.789b
.4 4.998 4.998 of
.45 is of if of
5 to to of to
6 of it to of
Engineering Unip Upper Limit - 4.998V
Notes: a - VM20. 0 column duplicated; see test.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
r-"-····IIIjI-... · ... -"4"JjOJjOI ....... ,... ....... ~ .......... ' -..... ,- .. "".,; ... I" ..... ',...C\-~' ..... ,._ ...... ' - ....... -,.,-' .• ;; ............ ~~.:::~:;,;.""'--_ ...... -.--...... -.::.:;.,.~.;, ~ .. -;;. =-.I"~;;;;~;;";- ~-:::=:::.;;;:;.,..~,~.a~w~~.u-.~u~~~.; 
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Table 2.8 (0). Waveform SlmlPler Calibration Dat·a (ARS, continued) 
(Ftinction:!ll 'units) 
Input ~plitude, 
in Volts 
-
.1V 
0.0 
.1 
.2 
.3 
.35 
.4 
.45 
.5 
.6 
. 
Flight EIDdel Waveform Sa~pler. ARS15 
th.e Average Return Waveform Ss,Tq!ple (/)15 
(&ngineering Units) Output, in 
WST:::OoC WST=20.rF WST=44.7'U' 
0 Note 'a TV/-2 C .Ambient 
-
-1. 772V -1.772 -1. 658 
-0.009 -0.009 -0.001 
1. 690 1.690 1.644 
3.389 3.389 3.282 
4.897 4.897 4.819 
4.948 4.948b 4.998 
4.998 4.998 II 
II II II 
II II II 
II II II 
-
~ngine'ering lfnits Upper Limit = 4.998V 
Volts 
WST=-63.lu 
TV/+42° 
-1.551 
0.030 
1. 755 
3.232 
4.589 
4.794b 
4.998 
II 
II 
II 
Table 2.8(p). Waveform Sampler Calibration Data (ARS) 
Flight Model Waveform Ss,~pler ARS16 , 
the Average Return Waveform S'aE],p1e 1116 
(FunctiQnal Units (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts 
- - -
WST-OoC ° WST=a44.7° ° Input ~litude, WST-20.0 ~ST=;63.1 
in Volts Note a TV/-2°C Ambient TV/+42° 
- .1V -1. 628V -1. 628 -1.506 -1.457 
0.0 0.020 0.020 0.029 0.063 
.1 1.633 1. 633 1.597 1. 716 
.2 3.218 3.218 3.134 3.105 
.3 4.641 4.641 4.592 4.384 
.35 4.820 4. 820b 4.998 4.624b 
.4 4.998 4.998 II 4.864 
.45 " II " 4.908b 
.5 II II II 4.952 
.6 II II II 4.954 
-- --
, '" 
. , 
Ep,gineer:iJ;l.g Units Upper Limit - 4.954V 
Notes: -.-, 0 a - WST-20. column dup1~cated; see text. 
b - Not :in origina-l t€ost data, 5u~p1i€i:d by linear interpolation. 
" 
.' i 
.1 
! j j 
i
	
^	 1
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2.4.3 The Peak Transmitter Power RTP
Tho calibration curves for RTP[V(P T) in GE nomenclature] were gener-
ated during subassembly test of the A2 RF SWITCH ASS'Y. The measured
coupling value for the A2DC1 50 dB coupler used in these tests was 50.7 dB.
	
.	 This number is necessary because the peak transmit power is defined as
PT = Measured Coupling Value + Detected Peak Power (dBm)
where Detected Peak Power refers to the power measured by the transmit
power monitor.
Two calibration tables are used; the choice of which table of calibra-
tion values to use depends upon whether the tracker is operating in the
Global or the Intensive mode. These tables are from Reference 4, and are
the input data for the linear-linear interpolation in EU and T as already
described. The subassembly results from the Flight Model for the pulse-
burst (the Global Mode of the tracker) are given in Table 2-9, and Table
2-10 presents the Flight Model subassembly results for the single-pulse
mode (the Intensive Mode of the tracker). For both of these tables, the
temperature to use under altimeter operating conditions is RTT (GE's TT1),
the transmitter temperature. The Peak Transmitter Power (in dBm) is the
quantity in Functional Units, and the Output Voltage is the Engineering
Units quantity for this process.
2.4.4 Average Noise Gate ANG and Average Attitude/Specular Gate AASG
These two averaging gates are common to both the Global and the Inten-
sive Modes of the Altimeter. They are physically located in the Global
Tracker portion of the altimeter and their calibration data vary with
temperature GTT, the Global Tracker Temperature. The Attitude/Specular gate
output is used in the attitude estimation procedure discussed in Chapte- 4
of this report, and Tables 2-11 and 2-12 give the input data for the linear-
linear interpolation for ANG and AASG respectively.
2.4.5 Average Ramp Gate ARG, Average Plateau Gate APG, and Instantaneous
Plateau Gate IPG, For Intensive Mode Only.
These three gates are physically separate elements from the corresponding
three Global Mode gates discussed in section 2.3.3; the calibration data for
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Table 2-9. Peak Transmitter Power RTP Calibration for the
Global Mode (Pulse-Burst Mode) of the Tracker.
PT, Peak Transmit 	 Output Voltage RTP, in Volts (Engineering Laits)
Power in dBm
(Functional Units)	 TT1=-250C	 +250C 	 +50°C	 +75°G
+54.7 dBm -0.016V +0.199 0.216 0.219
57.7 +0.386 0.587 0.600 0.599
58.7 0.561 0.758 0.769 0.759
59.7 0.759 0.943 0.956 0.944
60.7 0.982 1.172 1.170 1.153
61.7 1.235 1.417 1.414 1.389
62.7 1.520 1.693 1.693 1.660
63.7 1.840 2.000 1.992 1.958
64.7 2.194 2.350 2.330 2.292
65.7 2.574 2.720 2.694 2.641
66.7 2.933 3.060 3.052 2.964
Engineering Units Lower Limit - +0.219 V, Upper Limit s +2.933 V.
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Table 2-10. Peak Transmitter Power ATP Calibration for the
a
Intensive Mode (Single-Pulse Mode) of the Tracker.
P , Peak Transmit	 Output Voltage RTP, in Volts (Engineering Units)
Power in dBm
(Functional Units) 	 TT1i 250C	 +250C	 +500C	 +750C
+54.7 dBm -0.038V +0.167 0.180 0.179
57.7 +0.363 0.555 0.563 0.536
58.7 0.539 0.724 0.732 0.693
59.7 0.729 0.914 0.922 0.877
60.7 0.956 1.134 1.130 1.084
}61.7 1.207 1.380 1.374 1.316
62.i 1.497 1.660 1.642 1.577
63.7 1.855 1.979 1.947 1.893
64.7 2.192 2.322 2.282 2.218
65.7 2.570 2.690 2.644 2.572
66.7 2.918 3.032 2.991 2.901
r'
Engineering Units Lower Limit - +0.180 V, Upper Limit - +2.901 V.
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Table 2-11. Flight Model Average Noise Gate ANG,
(Common to Intensive and Global Mode)
r
(Functional Units; 	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude, 	 GTT-00	 TTC	 G-12.2°C	 GTT-39.40C	 GTT-56.30C
in Volts	 Note a	 TV/-20C	 _TVIAmbient	 TV/+420C
.OV -0.012V -0.012 -0.009 -0.013
.1 2.038 2.038 2.022 0.662
.2 4.039 4.039 3.992 1.236
.3 4.998 4.998 4.998 1.?99
.35
of " " 2.552b
.4 ^^ ^^ 3.305c
+.45
Notes: a - GTT-12.20C Column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
C - Last data point before a reversal in Output vs. Input.
8
P
t
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Table 2-12. Flight Model Average Attitude/Specular Gate AASG,
(Common to Intensive and Global Modes).
(Functional Units) 	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude,	 UTNO°C 	 UTT612.20C	 b"PI`-39.40C	 UTT656.30C
in Volts	 Note a	 TV/-2oC	 TV/Ambient	 TV/+420C
.OV -0.043V -0.043' -0.025 -0.015
.1 2.114 2.114 2.106 2.244
.2 4.191 4.191 4.144 4.108
.3 4.998 4.998 4.998 4.998
.35 of of to of
Notes: a - GTT-12.20C Column duplicated; see text.
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Table 2-13. Flight Model Average Ramp Gate ARG,
Intensive Mode Only.
(Functional Units)	 (Engineering Units) Output, in Volts
Input Amplitude, IT5=0,C ITT=20.8oC IT5=45.6oC ITT-65.30C
	 r
in Volts Note	 a TV/-2oC TV/Ambient TV/+420C
-.1V -1.195V -1.195 -1.093 -0.993
.0 -0.072 -0.072 -0.031 0.046
.1 1.043 1.043 1.059 1.154
.2 2.014 2.014 2.017 2.042
.3 2.897 2.897 3.020 3.052
.35 3.480 3.480b 3.531 3.919b
.4 4.063 4.063 4.144 4.786
+.45 4.530 4.530b 4.985 4.892b
.5 4.998 4.998 4.998 4.998
Notes: a - ITT-20.80C column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2-14. Flight Model Average Plateau Gate APG,
Intensive Mode Only.
(Functional Units)
Input Amplitude,
im Volts
1'P'1LOoC
Note	 a
(Engineering Units)
TTT-20. ec
TV/-2oC
Output in Volts
TTT-45.60C	 ITT-65.90C
TV/Ambient
	
TV/+42 C
-.1 -1.203V -1.203 -1.121 -1.031
.0 -0.110 -0.110 -0.086 0.010
.1 0.970 0.970 0.951 1.088
.2 1.945 1.945 1.903 1.983
.3 2.887 2.887 2.926 3.076
.35 3.728 3.728b 3.702 4.037b
.4 4.570 4.570 4.685 4.998
+.45 4.784 4.784b 4.998 it
.5 4.998 4.998 of
Notes: a - ITT-20.80C column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
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Table 2-15. Flight Model Instantaneous Plateau Gate IPG,
Intensive Mode Only.
(Functional Units)	 (Engineering Units) Output in Volts
Input Amplitude,	 ITT-OoC
	
ITT-20.80C
	 ITT-45.60C
	 ITT-65.30C
in Volta	 Note a	 TV/-2'C	 TV/Ambient	 TV/+420C
-.2V -0.969V -0.969 -0.924 -0.931
-.1 -0.555 -0.555 -0.498 -0.426
.0 -0.017 -0.017 0.026 0.065
.1 0.549 0.549 0.560 0.603
.2 1.048 1.048 1.040 1.064
.3 1.528 1.528 1.541 1.599
.35 1.952 1.952b 1.938 2.161b
.4 2.376 2.376 2.435 2.723
+.45 2.870 2.870b 3.087 3.218b
.5 3.363 3.363 3.485 3.714
.6 3.659 3.659 3.836 4.138
Notes: a - ITT-20.80C Column duplicated; see text.
b - Not in original test data, supplied by linear interpolation.
04
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Intensive Mode ARG, APG, and IPG depend upon temperature ITT, the Inten-
sive Tracker Temperature, and (as opposed to the Global Mode situation)
there do exist nearly adequate data for those Intensive Mode Gates.
Table 2-13 presents Intensive Mode data for ARG, Table 2-14 presents data
for APG, and Table 2-15 presents data for IPG. As discussed in subsection
2.4.1, we again duplicated the lowest ITT column, ITT - 20.80C, to provide
a fictitious ITT - 60C column. (Recall that bars here are to denote average
temperatures over the period during which the calibration data were being
taken.)
Referring to Table 2-2, we see that ARG and APG are never less than
zero volts and that their upper limit is about +8 volts whereas IPG can range
from about -4 to +4 volts. Suitable Engineering Units lower and upper
limit§ respectively for these three gates are: 0. and 4.998 volts for ARG;
the same for APG; and -0.924 and 3.659 volts for IPG.
2.4.6 The Receiver AGC Voltage RAGC
The parameter RAGC provides, through proper use of the calibration
data, a measure of the signal level at the receiver in dBm. As in the
waveform samplers, the double interpolation procedure [linear in both
receiver temperature RRT (in 0C) and in Engineering Units (volts)] will
be used. Two separate RAGC tables are necessary, one for the Global Mode
and one for the Intensive Mode of the altimeter. Among the several points
to discuss for RAGC are: the pressure dependence of RAGC calibration,
the difference in Intensive Mode calibration for Clean and for Clutter
waveforms, and the saturation of the TAMS return signal simulator during
testing at higher input powers.
First, it has been observed that there is a pressure dependence in
the RAGC calibration. This is not unreasonable; some degree of physical
•	 flexing of waveguide sections might be expected to occur when the radar
altimeter is put into a vacuum chamber simulating space pressures. Most
of the other altimeter parameters are not sensitive to the environmental
pressure but for RAGC it is important to use only calibration data obtained
(at various temperatures) in an evacuated test chamber during "Thermal Vac"
(T/V) testing.
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Second, calibration data have been obtained in T/V for both Clean
and Clutter waveforms. To discuss what is meant by "Clean" and "Clutter",
we recall that these AGC calibration curves are obtained by injecting a
repetitive pulse waveform into the altimeter's antenna port and measuring
the resulting post-detection AGC voltage. Varying the input power and
recording its level and the corresponding AGC voltage leads to a curve of AGC
voltage vs. input power; this complete procedure is repeated for several
different T/V chamber temperatures to produce a complete set of pre-flight
AGC calibration curves.
The repetitive pulse waveform for these measurements was generated
using a Video modulation waveform which approximated the average received
power waveform expected during flight. Another set of AGC calibration
curves was generated using, in addition to the modulating waveform just
indicated, a noise source to modulate the rf phase and a second noise
source to modulate amplitude. The set of AGC calibration curves generated
with both noise sources on is referred to as the Clutter case while the
set for both noise sources off is the Clean case. The Clutter case should
provide a better approximation to the fluctuating and fading characteristics
of the ocean backscattered return signal (assuming appropriate bandwidths
of the noise sources) but, since the AGC voltage is derived from the
(integrating) Plateau Gate, the presence or absence of zero-mean noise
should on the average make no difference. Hence the Clean and Clutter AGC
results should agree for either the Global or the Intensive Mode.
The Global Mode Level 4 Tests [4d] RAGC results for input power
(Functional Units) of -60 dBm or lower are shown in Figure 2-5, separated
according to temperature RRT, and it is seen that the Clean and Clutter
calibration data do agree to within about 0.1 dBm except for the higher
temperature case (and the altimeter is, we recall, expected to be relative-
ly cold). The agreement to within a dB is of the order of the repeatability
observed by GE (on these AGC measurements). However Figure 2-6 shows the
results for RAGC in the Intensive Mode, and we see a consistent offset of
about 3.6 dBm between the Clean and Clutter results in this case.
There is as yet no satisfactory explanation for the difference :n the
Clean and Clutter AGC calibrations in the Intensive Mode. The source of
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Figure 2-5. Comparison of RAGC Calibration For
Clean and Clutter Waveforms, Global Mode
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Figure 2-5 (Continued). Comparison of RAGC Calibration for
Clean and Clutter Waveforms, Global Mode.
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Figure 2-6. Lomparison of RAGC Calibration for Clean
and Clutter Waveforms, Intensive Mode
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Figure 2-6 (Continued). Comparison of RAGC Calibration for Clean 
and Clutter Waveforms, Intensive Mode 
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the problem may lie somewhere in the simulation of the return, signal or in
the actual measurement of peak power. We would recommend that the intact
TARS unit be made available for further testing with the Protoflight Model
of the altimeter following a review and careful examination of the problem
and after further discussions with E. L. Hofineister at GE-Utica and other
principals in the problem. For now it is necessary to arbitrarily choose
one or the other, Clean or Clutter, for the altimeter AGC calibration
data to be used in Wallops Flight Center processing.
We recommend here that the Clean waveform results be used for RAGC
calibration, and the tables in this section are based on this choice. The
reasons for this choice include: (1) the fact that the RAGC data available
to us from the extended range, special tests (at APL, see next paragraph
and footnote) were for Clean waveforms only;(2) the suspicion that the
source of the p •.-oblem lies somewhere in the Clutter signal generating or
measuring proced_tze; and 3) the BIT/CAL Mode steps IF#1 and IF#2 use an
internally-generated clean waveform and it may eventually be useful to be
using clean waveform RAGC curves when we look in more detail at the BIT/CAL
results. Note again that it is only for Intensive Mode results that the
Clean vs. Clutter question is important, since there is effectively no
discrepancy in the Global Mode.
Finally, the RSS (return signal simulator) within the TAMS [2] at
GE began to saturate for levels greater than -60 dBm; this is why Figures
2-5 and 2-6 have been plotted only for data < - 60 dBm even though '.he
calibration data in Reference 4d were taken for power up to about -39 dBm.
This apparent saturation is an effect of the test procedure and not indic-
ative of the altimeter itself.* To get around this limitation (because
the IF step #1 within BIT/CAL should produce RAGC results corresponding
to about -45 dBm), extended-range, special tests were carried out at APL**
using a different rf chain. Unfortunately we have only data at ambient
(room) temperature and pressure for these extended-range tests, so they
*This conclusion is based on various conversations with E. L. Hofineister,
C. L. Purdy, G. S. Brown, and others.
**The "Flight Model AGC Curve (Special Test, Extended Range)" special test
data sheets, dated 13 November 1974, were obtained by correspondence with
C. L. Purdy, NASA Wallops Flight Center.
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must be compared only to ambient pressure and temperature tests at GE. The
extended-range test results are plotted on Figures 2-7 and 2-8, and by
comparing these to the GE Final Ambient test results, we see that to use
the RAGC Functional Units (dBm) vs. Engineering Units (volts) calibration
data, we should (1) use actual data at power levels less than -60 dBm and i
(2) use a straight-line-extrapolated results instead of TAMS-taken data
for powers greater than -60 dBm. The straight line can be based on the
last three or so data points for power <-60 dBm; this may be a rough recipe
but it is the beat we can do given the limitations of the data now at hand.
Tables 2-16 and 2-17 give the calibration data for RAGC based on the
above considerations, and Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show the results plotted
from these tables together with the original T/V data. Note that most of
the entries in Tables 2-16 and 2-17 are obtained from linear interpolation
between original pairs of data points; this has been for convenience in
supplying a single set of Functional Unit values spared 6 dB apart. In
some cases, single linear extrapolations off the low power end of the
tables have been performed in order to specify an appropriate Engineering
Unit lower limit. The low-power end of these tables is somewhat suspect
anyhow as some of these results were obtained under break-lock conditions
	 t
in the testing. It may be that additional pre-flight calibration data Are
available for RAGC under vacuum and for a variety of pressures, and that
Tables 2-16 and 2-17 can then be updated and corrected, but for now these
two tables represent a beat estimate based on data now available to us
for the clean waveform AGC calibration.
As already noted in discussion of Table 2-2, there are two RAGC channels,
high and low, in the telemetry system, with the high AGC channel having been
a relatively recent addition. The distinction between high and low AGC
channels is only important in converting from telemetry counts to Engineer-
ing Units; once a correct Engineering Units value is obtained, Table 2-17
for the Intensive Mode (or Table 2-16 for the Global Mode) is used to obtain
Functional Units (dBm) regardless of whether the Engineering Units value
was derived from the high or the low AGC telemetry channel.
Table 2-16. Flight Model Receiver AGC Voltage RAGC; Global Mode
RAGC Output in Tolts (Engineering Units)
(l
Test Environment TV/-2oC TV/+9 TV/+20 TV/+31 TV/+42
Test Average RBT +5.20C 15.3 26.1 36.6 51.4
-95.OdBm -1.160Vb -1.300b -1.470b -1.950b -2.400b
'roup 3 , Clean	 -89.0 -0.316 -0.409 -0.588 -0.927a -1.528
viangular Signal
-83.0 40.484 +0.415 +0.205 -0.113a -0.648
-77.0 1.369 1.216 0.947 40.574a 40.045
aput in dF % a
-71.0 2.314 2.025 1.651 1.228 0.656
hinctional Omits)
-65.0 3.163 2.783 2.338 1.856a 1.241
-59.0 3.890 3.483 2.993 2.479a 1.825
-53.0 4.690° 4.216c 3.696c 3.110° 2.385°
-47.0 5.490c 4.930c 4.370c 3.745c 2.955°
-41.0 6.290c 5.650° 3.050c 4.370c 3.520c
-35.0 7.090"- 6.370c 5.730° 5.010c 4.095°
b. of suss averaged 3 1 1 1 3
(Engineering Units) Limits for RAGC, Global Mode: Upper Limit - +4.000V, Lower Limit - -1.100V
Unless otherwise noted, table entries have been obtained from linear interpolation between pairs
of-original calibration data points
Notes: a - Original data points.
b - Linear extrapolation to lover power than original data.
c - Linear extrapolation for input power greater than -6OdBa.
I
.C7%
i
Table 2-17. Flight Model RRceiver AGC Voltage RAGC, Intensive Mode
RAGC Output in Volts (Engineering Units)
Test Environment TV/-2oC TV/+9 TV/+20 TV/+31 TV/+42
Test Average RRT +4.8oC 15.2 25.9 36.4 49.2
-95.OdBm -2.705b -2.922b -3.712b -3.212b -3.720
-89•OdBm -1.547b -1.690b -2.214b -2.12`lb -2.568bGroup C, Clean
Rectangular Signal
	
-83. -0.389' -0.458 -0.716 -1.032 -1.412
=47. 0.522' +0.397 +0.203 -0.058 -0.374
Input in dDs
(rimctional Units)
	
-71. 1.426' 1.242 0.967 0.664 +0:330.
-65. 2.420a 2.090 1.686 1.332 0.947
-59. 3.360° 2.889° 2.410° 1.976c 1.557c
-53. 4.310° 3.699° 3.150° 2.613° 2.164°
-47. 5.260c 4.509° 3.890° 3.251c 2.772c
-41. 6.210° 5.319c 4.630c 3.888c 3.379c
-35. 7.160c 6.129c 5.370c 4.526c 3.987c
No. of runs averaged 3 1 1 1 3
(Engineering Units) Limits for RAGC, Intensive Mode: Upper Limit - +3.90OV, Lower Limit - -1.400V
Unless otherwise noted, table entries have been obtained from linear interpolation between pairs
of original calibration data points
Notes: a - Original data points.
b - Linear extrapolation to lower power than original data.
c - Linear extrapolation for input power greater than -60dBa.
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of GE Final Ambient and APL Extended
Test Results, Global Mode, Clean Waveform
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of GE Final Ambient and APL
Extended Test Results, Intensive Mode,
Clean Waveform
r
Engineering Units, Volts
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Figure . 2-9. Calibration Curves For Receiver AGC Voltage RAGC, Global Mode (Line Segments are
Based'ba Table 2-16 and Individual Symbols Are From Original Calibration Data.)
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3.0 GEOS-C TIME-TAG PROCEDURES AND DATA PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS
This section considers the time-delay effects associated with the
altitude tracker, antenna-footprint, and illuminated area-to-satellite
propagation delay. Time delays associated with the telemetry system are
not considered here (i.e., the time within the frame at which the altitude
buffer is read into the telemetry channel). Table 3-1 displays the com-
posite timing corrections* now being used in conjunction with the NASA/WFC
smoothed altitude data. Note that the composite time delay is approximately
the midpoint of a major frame (e.g., one-half of 3.2 seconds in the case of
Telemetry Mode 3 data). In the Wallops data processing for Telemetry Modes
1 and 2, the cumulative altitude values (10 per second) are further aver-
aged, over 20 or 32 values respectively, to produce the smoothed altitude
data (one per Major Frame).
The last (bracketed) quantity in the Table 3-1 composite time cor-
rection is the quantity to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter
(specifically, 54 milliseconds in Telemetry Modes 1 and 2, and 4 milli-
seconds in Telemetry Mode 3). Section 3.1 will discuss the already imple-
mented fixed time-tag corrections which should provide an adequate timing
correction for surface features with spatial wavelengths > 50 kilometers.
For data studies for which surface wavelengths of less than 50 kilo-
meters are of primary concern, the fixed time-tag of correction of Section
3.1 will not be adequate and a data processing procedure is recommended
which provides inherent time-tag correction (except for the propogation-
path delay and telemetry-detail delay). Such a correction could be combined
with other filtering procedures (e.g., minimum-variance estimation) to
form a one-pass processing operation. These considerations for surface
wavelength < 50 km are presented in Section 3.2.
3.1 Fixed Time-Tag Correction
Need for the recommended time-tag corrections for the GEOS-C data (the
quantities in brackets in Table 3-1) arises largely because of the time
*These data were obtained in March 1975 from R. Dwyer of Computer Science
Corporation, Falls Church, Virginia.
Table 3-1. Timing Corrections Implemented at NASA/WFC for
Each Telemetry Mode
Telemetry
Mode
Altitude Entries
Per Major Fraaw_ (Time
Time
in Milliseconds,
Correction
T-Major Frame Start Time)
Mode 1 20/Frame T + 20(51.20256) - 1(5.120256) - 0.1984 - 9.5(20)(0.5120256) - [54.0]
- T + 967.4
2 32 T + 32(51.20256) - 10(0.5120256) - 0.1984 - 9.5(20)(0.5120256) - [54.0]
- T + 1481.9
3 320 T + 32(51.20256) - 30(0.5120256) - 0.1984 - 5.120256 - [4.0]
- T + 1613.8
1
vN
I
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delay inherent in the .1 second averaging operation performed by the
GEOS-C altitude processor. Since the altitude word read out of the TM
Channel constitutes an arithmetic average of altitude tracking loop accumu-
lator values, the midpoint of the altitude data base is backward in time
by roughly one-half the averaging period. An additive .001 second time
delay which is also present is the time delay of the tracking loop itself
in the geoidal long-wavelength limit.
Based on currently available information the altitude measurement
process can be approximated in block diagram form as shown below where
H(jw) is the frequency domain (Fourier) transfer function*; the second
block (the Averager) is not present in Telemetry Mode 3.
ALTITUDE TRACKER
%
jw)- 224.73(.084jw+1)
-w +23.35jw+274.73
AVERAGER
sinwT/2 -jwT/2	 ALTITUDE
HAj
w) wT/2 a	 DATA
T-.1 sec.
The corresponding time-domain impulse-response characteristics are shown
in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. As shown in these characterizations, a particular
altitude value represents contributions from a large number of past values;
a given value is not centrally weighted since the tracker cannot be antici-
pative. As will be discussed in Section 3.2, if desired a non-anticipatory
restriction can be removed in computer (non-real-time) data processing.
The fixed-value time correction which is developed in the following para-
graphs is considered adequate for most altimeter data applications.
The altitude tracker transfer function can be expressed in polar form
as
HT(jw) - (HT(jw)lexp -j tan-1 .084w32+ .2730&
.9614w + 274.73
*Although the Global and the Intensive Mode tracker gates have different
widths, their gains have been adjusted so that the loop transfer function
is the same for both tracker modes, according to E. L. Hofineister.
Figure 3-1. Weighting Function Sequence (Impulse Response) of Tracking Loop
[Figure Supplied by E. L. Rofseister, February 1975].
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Figure 3-2. Weighting Function Sequence (Ispulse Response) of Tracking Loop
[Figure Supplied by E. L. Hofineister, February 19751.
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similarly,
HA(jw) _ IHA (jw)le-jwT/2 9
where the averaging period T is .1 sec. Since an idealized linear phase-
shift device will have a transfer function of the form,
-jt w
H (jw) _ IH(jw)le	 o
by analogy*
 a frequency range can be established over whigb the altitude
data may be considered to be derived from a fixed -time delay system. Using
this analogy, the time delay to
 is given by
t 1 tan 1 .084w3 + .27308w + T
W	
.9614w2 + 274.73 1	 2
This expression is evaluated in Table 3-2 for the intensive mode with fre-
quency in Hz,w in radian /sec, wavelength in km (assuming a ground track
velocity of 7.4 km/sec), and time delay t o
 in milliseconds. Table 3-2 shows
that
1) the altimeter output data behaves essentially as a fixed
time delay system for surface wavelengths equal to or greater
than - 50 km, with a time delay of - 51 milliseconds**, and
2) the time delay of the on-board averaging operation is the
dominant effect for the long wavelength case (its time delay
alone accounts for 50 as and the residual delay is the appropriate
delay to be associated with the 100/sec altitude data.
3) a time delay of .003 sec should be added to these values, to
account for the delay between the transmitted pulse timing event
and the pulse incident on the Earth ' s surface.
*This is the delay relatable to monochromatic conditions; under an assump-
tion of "weak dispersion",the time delays would be d^ /dw, where ^ is the
angle variable and the two approaches yield the same result as w+0.
**This is essentially the value of t o as w+0, i.e. to T/2.
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Table 3-2. Altitude Tracker Time Delay
Frequency w, in Wavelength, Delay, to,
in Hz Radians/sec in km in Milliseconds
74.000Hz 464.96 O.lkm 53.325ms
24.667 154.99 0.3 59.654
14.800 92.991 0.5 65.533
10.572 66.422 0.7 70.919
8.222 51.662 0.9 75.755
7.400 46.496 1.0 77.947
2.467 15.499 3.0 86.126
1.480 9.299 5.0 70.798
1.057 6.642 7.0 62.518
0.822 5.166 9.0 58.367
0.740 4.650 10.0 57.0-17
0.247 1.550 30.0 51.714
0.148 0.930 50.0 51.255
0.106 0.664 70.0 51.127
0.082 0.517 90.0 51.075
0.074 0.465 100.0 51.059
0.037 0.233 200.0 51.010
0.025 0.155 300.0 51.001
0 019 0.116 400.0 50.998
0.015 0.093 500.0 50.997
0.012 0.078 600.0 50.996
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3.2 Time-Tag Correction For Short-Wavelength Features.
As discussed in Section 3.1, characteristics of the altitude tracker
cause the exact time delay to be a function of surface wavelength under
observat'.on. This behavior arises because the altimeter is designed to
be a quasi real-time device; it estimates current altitude value based
only on current and past observations. Since all data studies will involve
processing the surface profile information in a non-real-time sense, this
dispersive time delay can be exactly corrected, in theory. In practice it
can be corrected to the degree that the system response characteristics
are known and are time-invariant.*
This section first discusses the nature of the numerical convolution
procedure needed to compensate the time delay characteristics, and con-
cludes with a discussion of "footpri:.:" effects and observation random
error considerations.
First consider the constraints on the smoothing functions that give
the value of the smoothed function at the midpoint of the time interval.
The output y(t) of a linear smoothing operation on input data x(t) by
weighting coefficients w  is given by
k
Y(t) - E w  x(t + iAt)
i--k
where At is the time interval between the equispaced samples. This maY
be written in the transform domain using a discrete Fourier transform
Y (jw) as
*We have received from E. L. Hofineister at GE-Utica the tabulated values
of weighting coefficients, etc., for the GEOS-C radar altimeter. These
materials, dated 14 February 1975, represent the best values available as
of the time of writing of the present report; these values were attached
as Appendix A to an informal memorandum from L. S. Miller, Applied Science
Associates, 20 February 1975. These are not attached to the present report
because the effective tracker bandwidth will change if high sea-states or
large attitude errors are present (these points were discussed in another
informal memorandum from L. S. *tiller to J. T. McGoogan, NASA/WFC, January
1975). Such effects can be assessed to some degree through examination of
spec:ca of in-flight altimeter random error residuals.
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k
y(jw) = XOW) 
E 
w i eijwAt
i=-k
For a filtering function for which wi = w-i this becomes
k
YQW) _ %(jw) w0 + E W  ( .ijwAt + e-ijwAt)
and since the term in parentheses is equal to 2cos(iwAt) the expression
becomes
k
Y(jw) = X(jw) w0 + 2 
E 
wicos(iwAt)
i=1
where w is the central coefficient.0
This form shows that the transform is a real variable (in contrast
with the complex nature of the functions discussed in Section 3.1) and, as
such, represents a time domain response corresponding to the midpoint of
the smoothing interval. Note that the altimeter data has been filtered by
the tracking loop and averager only over negative time indices
0
V  x(t + iAt)
i=-k
and this time series may be converted to one that is centrally weighte•3 by
a subsequent convolution of
k
w  x(t + iAt)•
i=1
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These results provide a method for compensating the time delay associated
with the altimeter data: the weighting c-. :^fficients given in Figures 3-1
and 3-2 may be convolved with the 10 or 100 per second altitude data.
Next consider the result of multiple-pass convolutions with weighting
coefficients u  and vi
k
y  - E u` n(t + i0t)
i--k
and
k
Z(t) - E  vi y(t + iAt)i--k
In the transform domain these beco*.,e
Z(jw) - U ( jW) V ( jw) X( jW)
which shows that these operations reduce to a single-pass operation, as
long as the sampling events are equally spaced. [The composite weighting
coefficients are the inverse transform of the product U(-) V(-).]
If the c,mvolution over u  is associated with the GEOS-C system
characteristics and time-delay correction, the convolution over v i may be
related to smoothing algorithms designed to estimate (under some optimality
criteria) surface undulation or slope information. This subject is next
discussed with emphasis on the ranOom error constraints imposed by the
altimeter. Most of this material has already beer. reported [51, and is
repeated here to make this chapter more nearly self-contained.
The analytical method and results to be discussed are as follows:
1. A procedure for filtering the GEOS-C altimeter data is first derived
based on a minimum-mean-square error criteria. Its sol+ition requires
a mathematical description of the geoidal power spectral density; the
one used is obtained from Skylab altimeter experimental data.
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2. This quasi-optimal filter is then compared with the filter effect which
arises from the non=ero spot-size of the altimeter (the so-called
spatial filter effect). The spatial filter effect is found to be a
relatively minor one compared to the short-wavelength cut off proper-
ties of the optimum filter (the filter response drops to one-half at
- 40 km wavelength for the assumed altimeter measurement error charac-
teristics) and computed spectra.
Figure 3-3 displays a power-spectral-density (PSD) plot for the Puerto
Rican Trench region which was computed using Fast Fourier Transform methods
and a Harming type convolution window. The data base comprised SL-2,
Pass 4, Mode 5 with 100 and 130 nanosecond pulsewidths (pulse compression
was not functioning during SL-2). (For other details see Reference 5.)
The Puerto Rican Trench data was used since we wanted to obtain PSD results
for an anomalous region which should contain more energy in short-wavelength
components than anomaly-free regions. The PSD so obtained, and data proces-
sing results derived therefrom, should represdnt the best opportunity for
the altimeter to obtain information relating to short wavelength undula-
tions and should yield an approximate upper bound on data processing
requirements.
Referring to Figure 3-3, the dashed line corresponds to the density
level for which a 5 Hz rectangular bandwidth, white noise spectrum would
yield an rms level equal to 0.5 meters. The noise level shown in the
calculated spectrum represents the Skylab altimeter noise level (1-2 meters
rms). We will subsequently verify that the spatial filter function cor-
responds to considerably shorter wavelengths (less than 10 km) and that the
calculated PSD is not contaminated by the altimeter footprint effect.
Note that the observed spectrum represents an asymptotic behavior
which in the frequency parameter (f) is approximately f . Kaula's model
of one-dimensional spectral behavior decays as f-3 [6]. Since observable
geoidal components are of much longer wavelengths than spatial filter effects,
the data in Figure 3-3 may be interpreted as a cut through a two-dimensional
spectrum._4
 In wave-number space (kx , ky) a directional spectrum S(kx,ky) -3
with a . k behavior will yield a one-dimensional asymptotic behavior of k
(due to integration over the angular coordinate of the polar coordinate set).
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Figure 3-3. Geoid Undulation Spectrum of Puerto Rican Trench Area and
Wiener Filter Transfer Function. [Figure Reprinted From
May 1974 Report by L. S. Miller and G. S. Brown, Reference S.]
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Therefore, we feel that the observed spectrum depicts the proper theoreti-
cal behavior.
The optimization technique we use is the Wiener-Hopf formulation,
which for the correlation functions R( • ) of signal s and observation y,
gives the optimum impulse response h 0 (t) as the solution to the integral
equation
a*
Rsy (T+n)	 h0(11)Ry(T-u)du
	
T>0.
0
For non-real-time procFssin7, an estimate of a value at time t can be based
on both past and future values. Therefore, the proper lower limit on the
integrals is — and the integral equation becomes a convolution form which
is readily solved by transform theory. For our purposes the form of the
solution is
	
H(w) =	 S(w)
S(w) + N(w)
where S(w) is the geoid undulation power spectrum and N(w) is the additive
noise spectrum. Since the altitude tracker has a noise equivalent band-
width of - 5 Hz and a random error standard deviation of - 0.5 m, N( • ) may
be represented as a white noise spectrum with a density of (.5) 2m /5 hz =
.05 m2 /Hz or 7.96 x 10-3 m 2 /radian. Using the break-point approximation
(the asymptotes of which are shown in Figure 3-3)to S(w) as [7)
S(w}	 471.66	 6.554 x 10-4
w;-.0512w2 + 6.554 x 10-4
the optimum transfer function is found to be
Ho(w) =
	 4	
25.9
W - . 0512w + 5.9006
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This function is also shown in Figure 3-3. Note that the asymptote is
twice as steep as the spectral decay. At the interse..cion of the break-
point spectral approximation and the GEOS-C noise level (which occurs at
- 22 km), H0 (w) introduces an attenuation of - 12 dB. The 3 dB attenu-
ation point occurs at - 40 km.
Figure 3-4 shows the computed spatial filter response function for
the GEOS-C system. Note that the solution [Ho (w)l given above effectively
truncates geoidal data at considerably longer wavelengths than does the
spatial filter effect (its 3 dB point occurs at - 10 km).
The optimal filter H0 (w) has been inverse Fourier transformed through
use of contour integration, and the normalized impulse response found to
be
h(t) = e -0.8755t (cos 1.289t + 0.6792 sin 1.2890, for t>O.
Knowing that the optimal geodetic slope filter is the derivative of
the optimum undulation filter, the impulse response for slope estimation is
d h(t)  = -0.8755 e-0 .8/55t (cos  1.289t + 0.6792 sin 1.289t)dt
+ e 
0.8755t (.8755t cos 1.289t - 1.289 sin 1.289t), for t>O.
The undulation filter impulse response will be an even function of
time, whereas the slope filter impulse response will be an odd function.
Both response functions are shown in Figure 3-5.
Results of analyses such as the above will vary somewhat depending
on the spectral characteristics assumed; however, the results given are
considered to be indicative of the degree of smoothing required and the
resolution achievable with the GEOS-C geoidal data. For ocean surface
topographic studies similar conclusions apply; a 1-3 second-smoothing
interval will probably be required to profile features of major circula-
tion systems such as the Gulf Stream. These factors argue that the simple,
fixed time-tag correction of Section 3.1 will be adequate in most cases.
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Figure 3-4. GEOS-C Intensive. Mode Spatial Filter Transfer Function for
Calm to Moderate Seas. [Figure Reprinted from May 1974
Report by.L. S. Miller and G. S. Brown, Reference 5.]
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Figure 3-5. Derived Weighting Functions for Geoidal Data Processing. [Figure reprinted
from May 1974 Report by L. S. Miller and G. S. Brown, Reference 5.]
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4.0 ESTIMATION OF OFF-NADIR ANGLE (USING AASG AND APG)
During study of the Skylab altimeter data, it was found that the
off-nadir angle of the altimeter could be determined accurately from the
I
shape of the average return [8]. The accuracy of this technique resulted
from the beamwidth limited operation of the altimeter (in the 100 ns pulse-
width mode) and required inspection of the average return in the plateau
region where beamwidth and pointing angle effects were dominant.
The procedures developed for Skylab can not be directly applied cc
the GEOS-C altimeter because the signal processor design does not provide
for high speed Sample and Hold gates located sufficiently far into the
plateau region if the return* to detect the changes induced by pointing
errors. However, the General Electric Company proposed an alternate tech-
nique [9] whereby an integrating gate (called the Attitude/Specular Gate)
would be located in that time portion of the return sensitive to variations
in the pointing angle. The Attitude/Specular gate's output would be compared
to the Plateau gate's output to determine the pointing angle. The prelimi-
nary analysis by GE was incomplete in that it did not account for the inte-
grating behavior of the Attitude/Specular and Plateau gates. An analysis
by ASA [ 5 ] included the effects of the integrating gates and provided a
control curve which could be used to determine the pointing angle given the
average output of he Attitude/ipecular and Plateau gates.**
This chapter presents the derivation of the control curves and also
obtains the estimated pointing angle errors due to the statistical nature
of the gate outputs. Finally, there is a discussion of the effects of such
practical factors as gate nonlinearities, saturation, temperature dependence,
and receiver noise effects; however systematic or bias errors are not considered.
Figure 4.1 is a simplified block diagram of the GEOS-C radar altimeter
receiver for discussion of the attitude estimation process.
*This statement applies to the Intensive mode. For the Global mode, no
point sampling of the average return is accomplished.
**A subsequent memorandum, "Interim Report on Attitude Estimation," by
L. S. Miller, 1 August 1974, which was sent to Wallops Flight Center personnel,
provided an estimate of the error involved in this technique for the Global
Mode.
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Figure 4-1. A Simplified Block Diagram of the GEOS-C Radar Altimeter
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The output of the IF filter/amplifer, which also contains the pulse
compression network in the case of the Intensive Mode (IM), may be repre-
sented as
Xi(t) - Xc 
i 
(t) cos wot - Xs 
i
(t)sinw0t	 ,	 (4-1)
where w  is the IF center frequency and Xc (t) and Xa(t) are independent,
zero mean, Gaussian random variables with a time 	 ring variance equal to
KR W (i . e., the average return power times a constant). Squaring (4-1)
r
and regrouping terms yields, for the output of the square law detector,
Y (t) - 1i	 2 X 2 (t) + X 2 (t) + 12 X 2 (t) - X 2 (t) cos2w tci si ci si o
- Xci (t)Xsi (t)sin2w0t	 (4-2)
Since the video filter /amplifier has a low-pass characteristic with e 	 '
bandwidth much less than 2fo , the output of the video filter is approxi-
mately
	
Zi(t) - 2 
[XC2(t) + X
si(t)	 (4-3)
where the subscript i denotes the ith return. Apart from the constant K
which depends upon how the AGC is designed to normalize Z i (t) and neglecting
receiver noise, the mean and standard deviation of Z i (t) are both eo , ,al to
P
r
 (t). Expressions for the mean and variance of the output of the inte-
grating attitude/speculax gate a . e given by
ea = E ^ e a
	
a
- Gfi(t)dt	 (4-4)
Gate
and
Q2 (ea) - Var jea I = G8 ff EjZ i ( t1 )Z i ( t2 )	 dt1dt2 - (ea)2ttt 
Gate
where the bar denotes an ensemble average, and corresponding expressions
m	
f4,
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II
apply to the integrating Plateau gate. The factors G  and G  are gains of
the Attitude/Specular and the Plateau gates with nominal values of G  = 20
and p = 10. * Since 2i (t) - KPr (t) we need only know KP r (t) in order to
determine the average output of the two gates. For the Intensive Mode (IM),
an inspection of preflight test data indicates that the system point target
response is adequately approximated by a Gaussian function. A good approxi-
mation of the average return power [5 ] is thus given by
1 1	 t-to	
- c cos2 tt 4 c
 yh
PrI(t) - PrI 2 + 2 erf
	
e	 Io(7	 sin2Er 1	 (4-5)
(afi
The time shift in the argument of the error function is a result of using
a Gaussian point target response. It must be inserted in order not to
have the integrated point target response occur in time before the flat sea
impulse response. For numerical purposes, t o may be taken to be 2r2 Qi.
The other factors appearing in (4-5) are defined by:
ui = 0.425*PWi (where PWi is the W*dth of the Intensive Mode
system point target response as measured between
the - 6dB points, post-video),
Pr - Peak of average return power in the Intensive Mode,
i
c - Speed of light,
y - 2.895 sin 2 (BW/2) (where BW is the 3dB beamwidth of the
one-way antenna power pattern),
h - Altimeter height above mean sea level, and
E - Point.'Ag angle of the altimeter antenna relative to nadir.
In computing ea and ep , a further simplification can be made in (4-5). Since
both the Plateau and Attitude/Specular gates are far removed from the leading
edge of the average return, the factor
t-t2 1 + erf	 o	 1
ai ►T2
*From private communication with E. L. Hofineister, August, 1974.
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and thus for computational purposes,
- Yh
c os2E t
Pr (t) z Pr a	 Io(Wic sin2^rt
	(4-6)
I	 I
For the Global Mode (GM), it is Impractical to assume that the shape
of the point target response will be Gaussian because the IF and Video
bandwidths are relatively wide compared to the 200ns pulse length. Of
course, the true shape of the 200as point target response should be obtained
from scope photos of the video output during GM Bias portion of the BIT/CAL
sequence, but we do not yet have such photos. For purposes of this compu-
tation, we assume that the point target response of the Global Mode (GM)
may be best approximated by a 200no rectangular pulse; thus, the average
return power is given by
-4c cos2E  t
Pr, (t) _ $r F(t) a	 Io(wsin2^^	 (4-7)
^,	 G
where
0	 t < 0
F(t)	 t/T
P	 P
0 < t < T	 (4-8)
— — 
1	 t > T	 ,
—
P
and 
B 
is equal to 200ns. For the computation of e  and e a , we can set
F(t) = 1 since we will he integrating over a time domain which starts
after 200ns.
To compute the variance of the Plateau and Attitude/Specular gates
outputs, it would appear from the second equation in (4-4) that we must
know the post-video nonstationary autocorrelatiun function of Z(t), i.e.,
E{Z(t1M t2)). As will be shown below it is only necessar y to know the
predetection nonstationary autocorrelation function. Usin,, (4-3), we have
E{Z(tl )Z(t 2) } = 4 1 E[ xc(tl )X^(t 2)] + E [X2(tl)XE(t2)]
+ E 
[X2
a (t l )x^(t2 )] + ErxB( c l)xs(t 2 )] }
and the "i" subscripts have been dropped for compactness.
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Since Xc(0 and X6 (t) are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian random variables,
this reduces to [10],
E
!
tZ(t)Z (t ) - 1 { 2E[X ( t)] E[X2 (t )]+ 2 E I X2 (t)] E [	 )]
 1	 2	 4	 c 1	 c 2	 c 1	 s 2
+ 4E2 [Xc(tl)X c (Y !
J
. .
or
E jZ-(tl)Z (t,)^ - R2 IPr ( t1)Pr (t2) + R2x(tl ,t2)1	 (4-9)
where Rx(t1, t2 ) is the predetection nonstationary autocorrelation function
of the in-phase (or quadrature) component of the backscattered signal. The
variance of the gate output is thus
Var (e8) - ffR22 (tl ,t2 ) dtldt2	 (4-1C;
Gate
For x(t1 ,t2) we use the basic result of Berger's work [11] which we
modify to account for pointing angle effects and operating modes. For
the Intensive Mode we assume that the ambiguity function of the transmitted
signal is approximately Gaussian (when time sidelobe filtering is included).
We further assume that this is the dominant shaping factor relative to
post-detection video filtering effects. Thus, for x(t l ,t2 ) 2 , we have
- (tl-t2) - 4c cos2C t2
xi(tl ,t2) Pr a	 4vi.	 Io (	 sin2^
I 	/
t/2+t/2-t
• 1 l + erf 1. Q ^ -
	
Q	 (4...11)
p
As noted previously, we can neglect the [1+erf(•)]/2 term because in the
range of integration it is essentially unity. For the Global Made, the
situation is much more complicated since the bandwidth of the IF filter is
IL/
Ea/Ga
A^1 E/G
p p
(4-13)
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about eight times larger than the matched filter bandwidth of the trans-
mitted pulse (due to the necessity of accommodating drift in the magnetron
center frequency). However to make the mathematics more tractable, we
assume that the ambiguity function of the transmitted Global Mode pulse
may be approximated by a Gaussian with Q g = ( . 425*200). The autocorre-
lation function is thus
2
- (t2
_
1) 
- 4h cos2E t2
2	 46 
2
G
G	
Y
Rx l 2
G
(t , t ) c pr a	 I0(Y h sing 2)
\	 1
-F(t1/2 + t2/2)
	
(4-12)
where F(-) is defined by equation (4-8). As before we can neglect F(-) in
integrating R2 (ti,t2) over the Plateau and Attitude/Specular gates because
G
F(-) s 1 over these ranges of integration.
Using the zxpressions for average received power given by equations
(4-6) for TM and (4-7) for GM, we can compute the average output of the
integrating gates. Similarly, using the formulations developed for the
predetection autocorrelation functions (equations 4-11 ar.d 4-12), we can
determine the variance of the average output of the integrating gates.
However, the estimation function, A, from which we determine the pointing
angle, is based on knowing the pulse-by-pulse outputs of the integrating
gates averaged over one second. That is referring to Figure 4-1, the esti-
mation function is defined here as
where Ea and Ep are one-second averages of the Attitude /Specular and Plateau
gate outputs and we include the gain ratio to compensate for different gate
gains. More specifically, they are defined as follows,
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N
Ea = N u ea(i)
i-1
(4-14)
N
EP 
N	
eP(i)
i=1
where N is the number of independent pulses received in a one second
interval; for the Intensive Mode N-NI=100, and for the Global Mode N-NG-1600.
By the Central Limit theorem, we know that E a and EP will be essentially
Gaussian with mean and variance given by
E
v e
	
E z;
a	 a
	
P	 P
Var(ea)
Var(Ea) -
	
N
Var(e )
Var(EP)	 N —	 (4-15)
The density function of A is determined by the joint density function
of (EaGp/EpGa). This density function can be derived by the methods given
In [12], but it is so complicated that the mean and variance of A cannot
be obtained in any closed form. An alternate approach to computing the
mean and variance of A is to expand (1-EaGp/EPGa) in a Taylor series about
E-E a and EP-EP and only retain the significant terms [Ref. 12, page 2121.
This procedure is valid only when the probability masses of E a and EP are
very concentrated near their center of gravity Ea and Ep , and (1-EaGpApGa)
is smooth in the vicinity of this point. Reference 13 indicates the order
of error this approximation can lead to when the above assumptions are
violated. Because of the degree of variance reduction brought about by the
one second averaging, we can safely apply this latter approach to computing
the mean and variance of A. Using the formulas developed in [12], we have
G E	 Var(E )
arl --P a	 1+
G P I	 (g p ) 2
	
G2	 E 
2	
Var(E )
	 Var(E )
	
Var(A) z -Z 	a	 _ 2 +
	G a	 EP	 (Ea)	 (E p)
(4-16)
(4-17)
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It will be noted that (4-16) differs from the previous results ob-
tained for the estimator function Z [5,9 , and the memorandum cited as a
footnote on page 87. This disparity results from the assumption, inherent
in previous aralvses. that
_	 G	 I E	 G E
a
^= 1- a	 a =E Ep	 1-G E	 (4-18)
P
In other words the second equals sign in (4-18) is only valid to the extent
that the ratio of the variance of E  to the squared mean of E  is much less
than one (see equation 4-16). As will be shown, this neglect of the second
term inside the brackets in (4-16) is essentially valid for both mod,:s.
The reason for the gain ratio in (4-16) is that previous analyses have as-
sumed that each integrating gate had equal gain but whereas this is not
the case for the actual hardware. Furthermore, it is necessary to insert
this factor in our analysis so that the results for A will be in agreement
with the present data analysis scheme in force at WFC.
Equations (4-16) and (4-17) may be simplified through the use of
equation (4-15). That is,*
G e	 Var(e 
a
)
a0-1- a ep
 1-N[eal2 (4-19)
G2 e 2
Var (A) • -P-	 a
G2
a
Var(ea) Var (ep)
N[ea ] 2	 N[ep]2
(4-20)
Using the previously developed expressions for the quantities in (4-19) and
(4-20), b and Var (A) can be numerically evaluated.
Figure 4-2 is a plot of a as a function of t for the Intensive Mode.
Table 4-1 compares the results obtained from equation (4-19) with the approxi-
mate results given by (4-18).
*It should be noted that N-NI=100 or NG= 1600 depending upon which Mode is
considered.
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Figure 4-2. Z As a Function of &
for the Intensive Mode.
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TABLE 4-1
Comparison of Approximate and Exact Values of A for
the Intensive Mode, N-100, h-843 km.
&
(DEGREES)
a (EXACT)
(EQ. 4-199
Z (APPROX.)
(EQ. 4-18)
0 .498 .502
0.2 .486 .49
0.4 .451 .455
0.6 .392 .396
0.8 .302 .307
1.0 .178 .184
1.2 .013 .021
1.4 -.210 -.191
1.6 -.477 -.464
1.8 -.831 -.814
2.0 -1.28 -1.258
From Table 4-1, we see that the largest difference occurs at 2 degrees
but it is less than 2% and therefore may be neglected.
Figure 4-3 shows Z as a function of ^ for the Global Mode while Table
4-2 is a compilation of the results for the exact case. There is no com-
parison made between the exact and approximate formulations for A because
they are essentially the same. This is due primarily to the increase in
N from 100 for the Intensive Mode to 1600 for the Global Mode as a result
of the pulse burst operation.
2-98-
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TABLE 4-2
Tabulation of Exact Values of as a Function of
the Pointing Angle E, Global Mode.
(DEGREES)
Z (EXACT)
(EQ., 4-19)
0 .325
.2 .309
.4 .284
.6 .243
.8 .187
1.0 .117
1.2 .035
1.4 -.058
1.6 -.164
1.8 -.280
2.0 -.409
In order to determine how accurately the curves in Figures 4-2 and 4-3
will enable one to infer E from a, we must investigate how the variance of
A depends on E. A plot of the standard deviation of a ten-second average
of A computed from equation (4-20) is shown in Figure 4-4 for both the In-
tensive and Global Mode. The fact that sixteen times as many pulses are
averaged per second in the Global Mode as in the Intensive Mode clearly
shows the Global Mode to have a lower error. If we translate this standard
deviation of A into the equivalent error in E, using the curves in Figures 4-2
and 4-3, we obtain the curves in Figure 4-5. The results shown in this
figure clearly indicate that the Global Mode has a lower statistical error
for & < 0.80 and that both modes have approximately the same error for
0.8 < t < 2.00. It is interesting to note that under the assumptions we
have made (constant gain integrators, no saturation, no receiver noise),
this process will yield a one sigma error of less than 0.1 0 for &.10.2 0
for both modes. This may seem somewhat optimistic since the beamwidth of
the antenna is rather large. However, it must be remembered that the
Attitude/Specular gate is located far into the plateau region of the return
(700ns from the start of the leading edge) and thus is relatively sensitive
to changes in pointing angle. It is also interesting to note the near
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equality in angle estimation error between the Intensive and Global modes,
especially since the Intensive Mode achieves its low error via a very
sharp dependence of A on & (see Figure 4-2) while the Global Mode error is
small due to its increased number of samples per second. In terms of the
nomenclature employed by NASA/WFC, the ten second average value of A will
be given by
1 - AASG
APG
where the bars denote a ten second average.
Up to this point we have assumed a rather simplistic model of certain
parts of the receiver. Such factors as receiver noise, integrating gate
nonlinearity and gate saturation are of primary importance. For a po"G-
ing error of less than one degree, the loss in return power will be less
than 3.5 dB and this implies that we can probably ignore receiver noise in
the Global Mode. However, when the pointing error approaches two degrees,
the received power drop will be about 14 dB, which implies that we can no
longer ignore receiver noise even in the case of the Global Mode. The
primary effect of receiver noise will be to increase the variance of A or
the error bounds on our estimation curves. Receiver noise will probably
cause the curves in Figure 4-5 to reach a minimum at about one degree and
then start a more pronounced increase as C approaches two degrees. We
caution that receiver noise effects will depend to a large extent upon
what value we assign Q°. For this reason, noise effects are best deferred
until we have now data on near-nadir values of v° from Skylab.
As evidenced by the tabulations and curves presented in an earlier
chapter of this report, the gains of the Attitude/Specular and Plateau
gates are neither constant nor linear. For this reason it may prove to
be more tractable to compute b and Var(a) using these nonlinear gains rather
than trying to compensate for them by data processing. The problem here
boils down to one of determining how far we can carry our analysis to account
for nonlinear gate gains.
Another problem related to the integrating gates is that they also
saturate beyond a certain input value. Unfortunately, this saturation point
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is only about a factor of two or three above the mean operating voltage.
This effect will also have to be accounted for in our revised analysis
(this effect will be also dependent upon the value of vo which the system
"sees").
In the case of the Global Mode we face an additional problem which
involves a lack of calibration data on how the gain of the Plateau gate
depends upon temperature. That is, at the present time we only know the
gain of the integrating gate at room ambient temperature, and it is doubt-
ful that the Protoflight and Flight units are matched closely enough to
permit the use of additional Protoflight test data. However, it is felt
that previous test data (not recorded in the EPTP) on the Flight unit can
be useful in solving this problem. Since all of this data has been
microfilmed by the Applied Physics Laboratory, it should be obtainable.
Finally, it would seem only fair to point out that the error estimates
given in Figure 4-5 are optimum in the sense that they represent a lower
bound. When practical hardware considerations are accounted for it is
anticipated that these error estimates could increase by at least a factor
of two.
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5.0 POSSIBLE USE OF GROUND-BASED TARGETS TO OBTAIN ADDED IN-FLIGHT
CALIBRATION DATA
This section heuristically examines the feasibility of using a ground-
based passive reflector or active transponder as a means of obtaining addi-
tional in-flight calibration} information on the GEOS-C system. With the
envisioned concept, the (active or passive) target transponder would be
located at an elevated, over-water site (such as the Chesapeake Coast
Guard tower) and preferably very close to a ground-track intersection.
In operation the return signal would first appear as a non-fluctuating
point target response superimposed on the plateau region of the sea-scattered
signal; as the satellite traversed over the target site the point-target
response would move from t'-e plateau region to the ramp region and into
the noise-only region and then reverse this sequence after the satellite
passed over the (active or passive) target. The degree to which this
target response was moved time-wise ahead of the sea echo would be deter-
mined by the height of the target and its time delay characteristic (which
could be made adjustable, in *the case of the active device, by using coaxial
delay lines).
This feasibility study was motivated by a consideration of the poten-
tial advantages of such a calibration source. Some of these are:
1. direct calibration of the point-target response of the
complete satellite system,
2. calibration of the linearity and simularity characteristics
of the waveform samplers and the degree of do offset between'
samplers, and the other gate functions,
3. measurement of the radar altimeter's antenna pattern in one plane,
4. provide information relating to overall system performance
(transmitter power, receiver noise level) based on signal-to-
noise time-history of the point-target response,
5. information on sea state dependent tracker bias in a restricted
sense, (the active or passive target cannot be situated in deep
water ocean conditions) and,
6. provide sampled waveform data relative to absolute o o measurement.
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5.1 Size of Corner Reflector Keeded to Produce a "Point Target" Response
Usable for System Calibration (Passive Reflector Method).
Using the radar equation for received energy E,
Pt
 t A2Gtct
E	 ,
(47r) 3 R4
and the equation for radar cross section o of a corner reflector of side
dimension a,
Q 47r a4
3A2
and equating the received energy to the receiver noise energy using
E - RT • F • SNR; the required corner reflector dimension "a" is
•	 1/4
a - R 
3(47r) 2 2F•SNR	 8 meters or 26.25 feet
P 
tG
ttGt
when	 R - 106 meters
KT - 4.11 x 10 21 joules (for T-29808)
SNR - 10 (signal-to-noise ratio)
F - 10 (receiver noise figure)
Pt - 2.5 x 103 watts (peak transmitted power)
t - 1.2 x 10 6 sec. (nominal 12 no pulse from 100:1
pulse compression)
Gt
 - 4000 (36 dB) - GEOS-C antenna gain
This dimension, a, is too large for practical consideration.
5.2 Use of a Paraboloid and a TWT (Active Transponder Method)
To avoid pulse decoding it is necessary to provide an rf signal level
at the ground-based receiver of at least -80 dBm to override TWT thermal
noise.
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The range equation for two antennas is
Pt G  G  X2
r	 (41M) 2
where Pr - received power
Gt = GEOS-C antenna gain
GR - Ground based antenna gain
Solving for G  required for Pr - -80 dBm yields
G  - .31
This result shows that gain of the ground antenna can be selected on
other bases. For example, in order to avoid alignment and main-lobe inter-
cept sensitivity, if a - two foot dish is used (i.e.,the GEOS-C type hardware)
P - 10-5 watts
r
or -20 dBm
Similar computations show that a TWT chain with a total gain of - 40 dB
would be required to provide an rf. signal level in the radar altimeter of
- -80 dBm. Note that this choice of parameters leads to a 1/4 power beam
intercept period of - 6 sec.; that is, the signal will be 6 dB below its
peak value at - 3 se before (or after) time of closest approach. In general,
the transponder signal level desired would be approximately that of the back-
scattered signal level and it might be desirable to use the received signal
in conjunction with a time delay so that the transponder signal could, at
times, be programmed to appear only in the noise region, to ensure that the
range tracker and AGC functions of the altimeter are not affected by the
transponder signal. (The time delay necessary for this is only a few tens
of nanoseconds shorter than the altimeter pulse-to-pulse period.)
In summary, the simple, inexpensive approach of using a passive reflec-
tor is found not to be a viable option and the active systems will require
one or two antennas, xf, devices such as circulators, traveling wave tubes,
power supplies, non-regeneration circuitry, and some degree of self-actuation
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and/or programmed control. Component costs for the transponder would be in
the range of 10 - 20 thousand dollars. The value of such a device is
totally dependent on how well the GEOS-C satellite system functions in orbit.
Under certain failure-mode or malfunction assumptions the added calibration
data would perhaps salvage the mission; under other failures the calibration
data might not be very useful. Because of these factors, it is recommended
that the subject be reconsidered after the satellite data analyses are avail-
able from the 90 day post-launch evaluation period.
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APPENDIX A. ASA MEMORANDUM ON ALTIMETER TESTS, 17 OCTOBER 1974
The memorandum reproduced below is provided as a summary, for the
record, of testing still unaccomplished as of October 1974. Some of the
data have since been obtained, notably the "extended AGC range" data (at
least for ambient pressure and temperature), but this memorandum should be
useful in considering the merits of possible post-launch testing on the
Protoflight altimeter. (The memo's Reference is listed as Reference 1 of
this report.)
Memorandum
TO:	 H. R. Stanley
	 October 17, 1974
C. L. Purdy
FROM: L. S. Miller
G. S. Brown
Subject: Response to APL Letter TSSD-4664 "Calibration Test
Data and Format"
Reference: "GEOS-C Radar Altimeter System Calibration and Evaluation
Test Data Requirement," dated 22 Jan., 1974
Attachment 1 to this memorandum summarizes our estimate of the minimum
level of testing necessary to support reasonable requests for GEOS-C inves-
tigators for data from the radar altimeter. If these tests cannot be con-
ducted on the flight hardware, we feel very strongly that they should be
run on the back-up hardware, even if this entails post-launch testing.
APL's letter tends to mention only those tests in Reference 1 which
overlap, or can be at least partially satisfied by data from tests already
planned by GE and APL; other test data requests tend to be ignored.
The tests called out in Attachment 1 reflect attempts on our part to
reduce remaining test requirements to a minimum and to modify tests requested
based on information obtained since Reference 1 was prepared. We believe
the time has come when further exchanges of documentation on the requested
test data will serve no useful purpose. Our recommendation to NASA is that
the tests in Attachment 1 be added to tests planned by GE and APL as documented
required tests, and we will do all we can to help obtain this data.
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1.1.1 We concur with the APL responses subject to the following caveat: It is
not clear that their test data will yield absolute delay of the instrument.
We understand that a hardware change is made between the BIT/CAL bias mea-
surement and a data acquisition mode. This change comprises a gain change
of the IF preamplifier (module A3) to increase attenuation of the receiver
and to provide a form of pulse stretching so that the "12 ns rectangular"
calibrate signal can be range tracked. Information is needed on the gain
and delay changes involved and their temperature dependencies. (The gain
data will be used in o° data processing activities.)
1.1.2, 1.1.3 The APL response covers only the waveform sampling and telemetry
processes and routine AGC calibrations. The original test description lacked
specificity and certain problem areas have since arisen. Table I shows the
test data needed in these areas and paragraphs 1-4 below elaborate on the
rationale for these tests.
1. Comoarative calibration of waveform samvlinR circuits usin g clean and
clutter waveforms.
Experience with the Skylab altimeter sampled waveform data has demon-
strated that a one-to-one relationship does not exist between 1) non-
fluctuating and fluctuating waveforms, and 2) do offset patterns
obtained in calibration data steps and those observed when the S&H
circuits are sampling receiver noise. These effects are well documen-
ted. Such problems may not exist in the GEOS-C hardware; however, at
present there is no assurance that correct c;n.s indicated in BIT/CAL
or prelaunch test data will be usable. Test data should be analyzed
so that experimenters will be spared the effort and expense of indi-
vidually finding out that the waveform calibration data is not usable -
if such is the case.
2. 4 to 5 dB difference between IM clean and noisy AGC curves:
Most recent thermal-vacuum test results on the Protoflight altimeter
show a 4 to 5 dB separation between the AGC calibration curves (AGC
voltage vs. receiver input power) for IM clean and noisy input wave-
forms. There is no theoretical argument to support this separation.
(It may be that this is attributable to an incorrect measurement of
input power or a problem with the technique employed to generate the
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"noisy" chirped return.) This statement is supported by the fact
*hat the GM clean and noisy AGC calibration curves are essentially
identical. In discussions with GE personnel, it was speculated that
the simulated noisy return at the input to the receiver could contain
noise power outside the IF bandwidth of the altimeter. Thus, whenever
a measurement of power at the input of the receiver is made, a reading
is obtained which is higher than the altimeter receiver actually sees.
The implications of this suspected measurement problem apply to much
more than just the AGC calibration. If this speculation is correct,
this means that all IM performance specification tests are being con-
ducted at an input power level which is 4 to 5 dB below that required
in the GE contract. Also if this problem is aot resolved, there will
be no way by which GEOS-C experimenters can obtain accurate estimates
of co (from IM data) since there will always be the question of
whether to use the noisy or clean AGC calibration curves. We recom-
mend that GE be made aware of the importance of finding the source of
this discrepancy and correcting it. If they elect to continue their
current procedures, this problem must be resolved during testing at
APL. It should be noted that the check on out-of-band noise is very
easy to accomplish and only involves the TAMS since this is where the
noisy return is generated. A previously proposed in-flight experiment
to resolve this problem has been invalidated by the requirement to wait
3.5 minutes from GM shutdown to IM turn-on (due to TWT heater warm-up).
3. Extended AGC calibration range.
All AGC curves generated by GE during acceptance testing of the alti-
meter are invalid for an input power level of greater than -60 dBm.
This is due to the manner in which the simulated return signal is
generated and the fact that there is a saturation of the RSS for
a level of greater than -60 dBm. GE maintains that they do not
(contractually)have to provide AGC data for an input power level of
greater than -60 dBm since the maximum received power (as per the
APL specification of 00
 - 20 dB at Oo pointing error and minimum
altitude) will be less than approximately -60 dBm. From an
experimenter standpoint it is desirable to have valid AGC curves for
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an input power level of greater than -60 dBm for two reasons.
Although it is not anticipated that v° should exceed 20 dB, we
still should have the capability to accomplish such a measurement
should the occasion arise. The second and more important reason
for extending the range of the AGC calibration curves to above the
-60 dBm level is that we need an accurate measurement of the "re-
ceived" power in the BIT/CAL Bias test. BIT/CAL Bias power is
important for determining the health of the front end of the receiver
(up to and including the mixer) and as an alternate means of deter-
mining vo . For example, if the mixer changes characteristics as the
altimeter is operated, this would invalidate the pre-flight AGC
curves and we would not be able to determine Q from the received
and transmitted power data. On the other hand, if the AGC curves
were extended to include "received" power levels present in the
BIT/CAL Bias test, we could compute Q by taking the ratio of
received power during data acquisition and BIT/CAL, therefore elimi-
nating any dependency upon preflight measurements of receiver gain.
For the above reasons, it is strongly suggested that both the IM
and GM AGC calibration curves be extended to include an accurate
measurement of "received" power in the BIT/GAL Bias test. It is
furthermore suggested that this calibration be conducted at APL.
4. Test for linearity of sampled waveform data.
Examination of Skylab average return waveforms has demonstrated that,
under certain conditions, the SO gates do not ha g s a large enough
linear range to acccmmodate the fluctuation statistics of the AGC'ed
waveform. This results in the standard deviation of a point on the
waveform being less than the mean. Furthermore, this iiaturation
effect also reduced the mean value resulting in an erroneous esti-
mate of the average return waveform. To insure that this will not
happen on GEOS-C, we suggest running IM Impulse Response Tests at
Input power levels of PRH and PRN . Furthermore, histograms for SO
gates located in the plateau region of the return should be construct-
ed to determine if the voltages are in fact exponentially distributed.
For the Protoflight Unit, raw data necessary to construct a histogram
were obtained by GE during Level 4 testing at P
RL 
and P
RN
. However,
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as noted previously the actual input power-levels during these
tests may be low by 4 to 5 dB. Thus, we suggest these tests be
conducted at APL after the test power level is properly established.
1.1.4 This test cannot be performed at APL because internal test points are not
available.
1.1.5 We concur with the APL response, assuming that the calibration discrepan-
cies between noisy and clean inputs are resolved.
1.2,2.2.2 This test relates to system tracking jitter as a function of received
signal level. From an experimenter viewpoint this is a very important test.
The desired test data is shown in Table II.
1.3 No APL comment. We strongly urge that scope photos be obtained of all
BIT/CAL waveforms (at the video test output Jack) and these be compared to
the S&H gate output voltages. This test can be accomplished at APL.
1.4 The APL response indicates they will accept responsibility for these tests.
2.2.1 (APL labeled 2.1.1) This is an NRL request.
2.2.2 (APL labeled 2.1.2) Discussed with 1.2 above.
2.2.3, 2.2.4 (APL labeled 2.2.1, 2.2.2) We concur with the APL response. The
following data is available with the TAMS system:
ASSP 1 (IM TRK 0, IM TRK 8)
Tracking Loop Jitter (1 sample/pulse)
Altitude (1 sample/pulse)
ASSP 2 (IM TRK 8, IM TRK 16)
Tracking Loop Jitter (1 sample/pulse)
Altitude (1 sample/pulse)
Even Instantaneous SO (1 sample/10 pulses)
Even Avg. SO (1 sample/50 pulses)
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ASSP 3 (IM TRK 16)
Altitude (1 Sample/pulse)
Odd Instantaneous SOH (1 sample/10 pulses)
Odd Average SOH (1 sample/50 pulses)
Comment: It is conceivable that under some conditions the tracking loop
jitter may be sufficient to warrant pulse-by-pulse realignment of the
return waveforms. In order to do this, it is essential that we know how
the pulse-by-pulse tracking loop jitter voltage [V(Tj)] relates to the
Digital Delay Generator time increment. In other words, how is V(Tj)
related to the time increment by which the SO gates are shifted? It
should be possible to operate the altimeter/TANS configuration in a IM
TRK 0 mode and obtain pulse-by-pulse outputs of altitude and V(Tj), simul-
taneously. This would determine how V(Tj) is translated (by the accumulator)
into a DDG step size. This testing should also be accomplished at APL.
2.3.1 Table I addresses this data requirement.
2.3.2, 2.3.3 Desirable tests at the module level - not mandatory.
2.4.1, 2.4.3 This data should be available from GE thermal vacuum tests. Both
mean and variance data is desired.
2.5 Data available from subsystem tests and from tests given in Table I.
2.6 (APL labeled 2.5) We feel this is an extremely important test and one that
can be readily accomplished.
TABLE I
IM and GM1 TESTS
#1 i #2 #3
WAVEFORM ; WH-0 (waveheight 11011) WH-10 ; WH-O
NOISY NOISY ; CLEAN
r r r
rn •. r
TEST COND.
r
; VACUUM 5
• •
TEMP. @ -10,0,+20,+40°C ; Same ; Same
• .
INPUT ; -50 dBm to ; Same as 01 ; Same as #1
POWER ; break-lock in
LEVELS ; 4 dB steps
RECORDED ; AGC voltage ; Same as #1 ; Same as #1
DATA ; Tracker time history ; ; 4-
AVG. S&H gates ; ; >4
INST. SOH gates
PLAT. 6 ATT./SPEC. gate
ALL ALTIMETER TEMPERATURES i
SCOPE PHOTOS
PROCESSED	 ; 1. Tracker variance ; Same as #1	 ;	 Same as #1
DATA	 ; 2. Averages and variances
of all gates
3. Histograms of
all gates
4. Tracking Loop ACF
• • r
1. GM TESTS same as IM except delete reference to S&H gate outputs.
2. Scope photos of input signals to S&H ckts are desired, using a high speed sampling scope with
averaging. Otherwise use us radar sampling scope, recorder, and computer averaging programs.
TABLE II
I-mode system tracking jitter test
lot Test ; 2nd Test
Input	 ; TAMS generated ; TAMS group A, WHO-0 clean
Signal
	 ; Expanded-Clutter ; signal inserted at "IF Test Output"*
pulse WH 0 ; test point, with signal levels adjusted
-80 to -100 dBd in 5 dB steps ; to equal those present at this point in
-100 to -110 dBd in 3 dB steps ; lst Test.
	
This will necessitate pre-test
(RF power values) ; calibration of coupler to determine
reverse coupling factor.
•
Recorded Data	 ; 1. Inst. SSR gate outputs ;	 Same as 1
2. Tracker time history
~3. Scope photos of video and ;
"IF Test Output" (for
qualitative indication of ; a
•
Processed Data	 ;	 1. Mean and variance of all 	 ;	 Same as 1
S6H values
2. Tracker variance
•
Temp.	 ;	 Ambient	 ;	 Same
•
*If use of this test point for signal input purposes is impractical, the video input test point
may be used, although this is a less desirable procedure.
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This appendix presents a sample FORTRAN program to carry out the
linear-linear interpolation described in Section 2.2 and summarized by
Figure 2-2 in this report. Figure B-1 shows the source program and the
input data which produce the printed output of Figure B-2. Notice that
the input data in Figure B-1 is the Flight Model altimeter Average Wave-
form Sampler X11 (ARS1) calibration data from Table 2-8.
In the main program, the calibration data are loaded into the arrays
(and dimensions) VF(4,10),VE(4,10),NV(4), and T(4) by Subroutine FILL.
VF and VE contain, respectively, the Functional Unit and Engineering Unit
pairs (up to 10) at each of the (4) separate temperatures T(4); NV(4)
specifies the number of FU,EU points at each temperature. The search
routine SRCH1 and its subroutine SRCH2 require that the calibration data
be arranged so that T(1)<T(2)<T(3)<T(4) and that at each T(J) the Engineer-
ing Units be in the order VE(J,1)<VE(J,2)<--T<VE(J,9)<VE(J,10); that is,
there must be ascending ordering in temperature and Engineering Units.
The Main Program call to Subroutine SRCH1(VE,VF,NV,T,4,10,TEMP,XJ,YJ,JF)
returns a value for the Functional Unit YJ corresponding to the input
Engineering Unit XJ and temperature TEMP as a result of the linear-linear
interpolation within the above calibration data VE,VF,NV, and T; the 4
and 10 in the SRCH1 call are variable dimensions since we want to be able
to use SRCH1 for different altimeter quantities whose calibration data
tables will have differing dimensions. A flag JF is also returned from
SRCH1 to the Main Program, with JF-O if the input data pair (XJ,TEMP) lies
within the calibration data.
SRCH1 finds the index of the pair of input EU vs. FU curves such that
TEMP lies between this index and this index +1, and then calls SRCH2 to
carry out the interpolation between FU,EU point pairs on each fixed-
temperature EU vs. FU curve.
Notice that SRCHl initially sets the flag JF (in the Main Program) to
zero. JF is decreased by 10 if the input temperature TEMP is lower than
the lowest calibration temperature T(1), and , the T(1) curve for FU vs. EU
is used. Similarly, JF is increased by 10 to TL_. T(4) and the T(4) curve
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Figure B-1. Sample FORTRAN Program and Input Data
For Linear-Linear Interpolation.
DIMENSION VF (4. 10) P VE (4 q 10) r NV (4) , T (4) q
1 :SIN (3 U) a YOU  (30) P JFLOUT (30)
CALL FILL(VErVFPNVgTg4q,10)
TEMP=-30.
XIN(1)=-2.25
DO 5 I=2930
*5 XIN(I)=XIN(I- 1)+.25
DO 10 I=1:5
TEMP=TEMP+20.
DO 15 J=1930
KJ=XIN(J)
CALL SRCH1('BEYVFgNV.*T949109TEMPPXJPYJRJF)
JF LOU T (J) =JF
15 YOUT (J) =Y.J
10 WRITE (3920) TEMP  (XIN(K) F YOUT (K) v JFLUUT (K) , K=1 P 30)
20 FORMAT(/ FOLLOWING (EUPFU.* FLPG) FUR. 7EMP='vF7.3 /(' 'q
1	 4( ' (' g F5.2q' q ' g F6.3r' q ' q I39')' i))
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SRCH1(XPY.NXfTpI1+I2pTIoXIPYIgJF)
DIMENSION X(I1P I2).Y(I1P 12) rNX(11) q1 (I1)
JF=0
J-1
TN=T (J)
IF (TI-TN) 1OP20930
10 JF=Jr-10
20 CALL SRCH2(XvYPNXP I1r 12.J+XIvYIPJF)
RETURN
30 TO=TN
J1-J+1
TN=T (J1)
IF (TI-TN) 40P50960
40 CALL SR.CH2(XrY g NXr I1r IEPJPXIPYIIPJh)
CALL SRCH2(XvYrNXPIIvI2PJ19XI9,Y12+JF)
YI-YI i+ (YI2-YI 1) * (TI-TO) / (TN-TO)
RETURN
50 J=JI
GO TO 20
60 J=J1
•	 IF (J.LT.11) GO TO 30
JF=JF+10
GO TO 20
END
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Figure B-1. (continued) Sample FORTRAN Program and Input Data.
yUBROUTINE	 NX--, I 19 129 J1 ^,x, I 'VI JFLRGi
bIMEN'SION X(I19I2)9V(II 12)9Nkc.117
J=1
XN =X (.J1 ! J)
IF (X.I-XN) 1 i 9.30a 20
10 JFLAG=JFLAG-1
30 YI=Y(J1pJ)
RETURN
20 NN=NX 01)
40 XO=XN
!e=•J+1
x:N=X (J1 P J2)
IF (XI-XN) 509 70960
50 YJ=Y (:J1 9 J)
YI =YJ+(Y(J1aJ2)-YJ) (XI-XO) (XN-AO)
RETURN
60 J=J2.
IF (J.LT.NN) 60 TO 40
•JFLAG=JFLAG+1
GO TO :30
70 J=J2
GO TO :3 0
END
SUBROUTINE FILL(.X q YrNi;q T• I lr I2)
11IMEN\-JON X^I1•I2)+Y(I1^I27^T<11)+NY,(I1)
DU 20 11=1:I1
READ f 1 r 25) NJY T 0)
25 FORMAT ( I59 F 10. 0)
Nh: Q) =NJ
20 READ (IP35) (X f:J g K.)PY(J+K)9 1(=1 r NJ)
35 FORMA T c 10F8. 0)
RETURN
END
7 0.
4.986
7 20.
-1.752 -. 1
4.986 .35
6 44. r'
-1.655 -.1
4.998
7 t'''.1
-1. `r ya -. 1
4.8el, .7
[Input Data for Above Program's Subroutine FILL]
0.Oe4 U. 1.754	 .1 3.457
	 .2
4.998 .4
V. 024 0. 1.754	 . i 3.457	 .2
4.99Y .4
Lt. U17 0. 1. r!il	 . 1 3.?32
	 .2
0. 024 11. 1. 76t,	 . i 3.232	 .2
4. .4
4. 5
4.975	 .:
4. '?49	 ...
4. r,'_ :	 s
REpKODUCIBIL1TY OF THE
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Figure B-2. Program Output from Sample Program of Figure B-1.
FOLLOWIN	 c.Ei 19 Fu g FLAB;)	 FOR TEMP=-1 C1. UUu
(-2.25•-0.100!-11) (-2.009-0.1OCI P-11) c.-1. r• '?a-Q. 1rJu9-10) (.- 1.509 - 6. 08-69-10)
(-1.259 -0. U729 -10:) c.-1. 009 -0. 0589 -1 U) (-U. 7b9 -U. (144 9 -10) (-0.509 -0. 0.30" -1 i.1 
(-0.259-0.0159-10) ( 0.009-0.0019-10) ( 	 U.2ti9 0.0139-10) ( 0.509 0.0239-1^^
0. 759	 C. 0429 -10) ( 1. 009	 0.0569-10) c.	 1.259 U. 0719-10)-  ( 1.509 0. 085, -10:1
c. 1.759	 0. 1009 -10) ( 2.009	 0. 114! -10) ( 2.259 0. 1299 -10) ( 2.509 0. 1449-10)
2:759	 0. 1589-10) ( 3. 009	 0. 1739-10) c.	 :3.259 U. 1389-10) ( 3.509 0.203--10)
c.	3. 759
	
0.2199-10) ( 4.009	 0.236 9 -10) c. 4.259 U. 2529 -10) ( 4.509 0.2699 -10)
( 4.759	 0.285 9 -10) ( 5. 009	 0.4009	 -9) c.
FOLLOWING (EU9
(-2.25! -0. l 0:a9
(-1.259 -0. U729
c:-0.259 -0. 0159
( 0.759 0. 042 9
1.759 0.100!
2.759 0.1589
( 3.759 0.2199
( 4.759 0.2859
FUPFLAG) FOR TEMP=
-2) (-2.(109-0. 1009
0) (-1. 009-0. 0539
0) ( 0.00,-0.0019
0) r' 1. 009 0.0569
0 1 c: 2.009 0. 1149
0., ( :3. 009 0. 1739
0) ( 4.004 0.2369
0) ( 5. 009 0.4009,
10. 0 U u
-2) (-1. r* 9 -U. 10(19
0) (-U. ('S9-U. 0449
(i) k.
	 U. 25! U. 013 9
u) (	 1.25! 0.0719
0) c.	 2.25 9 0.1299
0) r.
	
'J. db 0. 188 9
0) ( 4. d59 0.2529
2)
0) (-1.509-0. 0869 0)
fl} (-0.509-0. L130, I)i
0) c. 0.509 0. 028 9 0)
0) <: 1.509 0. 085 9 0)
0) <: 2.509 0. 1449 0)
0) c. 3.509 0.2039 Q1)
0) ( 4.509 0.2699 0)
FOLLOWING (EU9FU9FLAG) FOR TEMP=
(-2.259-0.1009 -2,) ( -2. 009-0: 1009
t-1.251-U. 0739 0) (-1.009-0.0599
(-U.259-0.0169 0) (	 U.009-0. 0019
U. 759	 0.0439 (1) (	 1. 009	 0.0579
1. 959	 U. 1019 0) ( 2. 009	 0. 1169
2.759	 0. 1619 0) (	 3.009	 0. 1769
^.	 3. 75 1, 	0.222! 0) c:	 4.009	 0.2389
4.759	 0.2869 0) c.	 5.00!	 0.3809
30. (Jul)
-2) (-1.'r"+9-0.1009
0) (-U.'i'S9-0.0459
0) c. U. 259 0. 0139
(I) ( 1 d59 0.. U729
0) ( r'. 25! U. i31 9
U) ( 1.25! 0. 1919
0) c 4. d59 U.2549
2) (
-1) (-1.509-0.0889
0) (-0.509 -0. 0309
0) ( 0.509 0. 0289
0) ( 1.509 0.0869
0) ( 2.509 0. 1466
U) ( 3.509 0.2069
0)( 4.509 0.2709
0')
0)
0)
0)
0'
(j)
0)
FOLLOWING (EU9
(.-2.259-0.100!
(-1.259-0.0779
(-0.259-0. 0169
( 0.759 0.0439
1. ?59 0. 102 9
( 2.759 0.1659
( 3.759 0.2299
4.759 0.2999
FU9FLAG) FOR TEMP=
-2) (-2.009-0. 1009
0) (-1. 009 -0. 0629
0) ( 0.009-0. 0019
0) ( 1. 009 0. 0589
0) ( 2.009 0.1189
0) ( 3.009 U. 1819
0) ( 4.009 0.2459
0) ( 5. 009 0.3649
50. OUu
-2) (-1. 1(59- 0. 1009
0)	 U. X59-0.0469
0) ( U. 259 0. 0149
U) ( 1.25 9 0. 072 9
U) ( 2.25! U.1339
0) ( 3.25! U. 1979
U) ( 4.259 U. 2619
2) (
-2) (-1.511!-0. 0929
0:'	 509-0.031!
0) ( 0.509 0. 0289
0) ( 1.509 (1.0879
0) c: 2.509 0. 1499
0) <: 3.509 0.2139
0) ( 4.509 0.2779
0)
l'J )
0)
0)
o)
U)
U)
FOLLOWING (EU9FUPFLAG) FOR TEMPs
(-2.25!-0. 1009 9) (-2.009-0. 1009
(-l.i?59-0.0799 lni (-1.009-0.0639
(-0.259-6, 0179 10) c. U. 009-0. 0019
( 0.75! 0. U429 10) ( 1. 009 0. 0569
( 1.759 0.099v 10) ( 2-009 0. 1169
4 2. 75P 0.1679 10) ( 3. 009 0. 1849
( 3. 7 5 9 0.2369 10)	 4.009 0.2549
( 4.75s 0.3E89 10) ( 5. "J'09 0.4009
7U. 000
9) (-1. ebb-U. 1009
10) (-u. eb9 -0. 0489
10) (	 u. 254 U. 0139
10) (	 I.259 0.0709
10) <.	 2.25! Q. 1339
1 U) (	 "i. ebb 0.201w
10) c.	4	 259 U. 2729
11) ^.
9) (-1.509-U. 094!
10) (-0.509-0.0329
10) ( 0. X09 0. U279
10) ( 1.509 0.0859
10) ( E. 509 0. 1509
109 ( 3.509 0.219 9
10) ( 4.509 r	 $'39
10)
10)
1 U)
10)
10)
1 Ij,;
10)
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is used. Similar increases or decreases in JF are performed by SRCH2
if the input HU value is high or low relative to the calibration data;
however, SRCH2 increments JF by only ±1. This allows us to determine
from the single flag JF the two different types of out-of-calibration-range
errors which can occur in the linear-linear interpolation.
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